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Advertising Menstruation 2

Abstract

This project was designed to follow five years of ongoing research pertaining to the study
of the portrayal of women in mensûual product advertising. Revious research has
concluded that most menstrual product advertisements portray women negatively. The

purpose of thîs study was to evaluate if women could suggest the contents for rnenstrual
product advertisements that ammied women and menstruation. Focus groups with five
participants were used as the primary method of research. During focus group
discussions, women were reminded that the goal of advertising is to sel1 the product. The
findings of the study indicate that women can suggest ideas for menstnial product
advertisements that affim women and menstruation. The women in the focus groups
would like to see truthful and responsible advertisements that contain a lifelike

representation of women. The information that the wornen deemed to be necessary in
order to accomplish this goal included: factual information about the product and its
usage, honest information depiciing how menstruation is achially expenenced, the

inclusion of men in the advertisements actively participating in the menstnial experience,
as well as the portrayal of lifelike women whose femininity is not threatened by

menstruation. Ultimately, by providing ideas and justification for these propositions for
advertisements that portray women-and the very essence of what makes a wumen-in a
positive light, we may have embarked on the first step toward breaking down the
negative effects of pahiarchy and the way women are viewed in society
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Chapter 1:Introduction

Some ferninist writers have observed that the fact that women menstruate has
been used for the devaluation and degradation of women in Western society so as to
maintain social gender stratification (Cooksey & I d e , 1997). Menstruation has long
been defined as a 'woman's problem' and subjected to strong taboos and sanctions. Evert
today, in our sexuaily open and liberated society, silence and shame continue to surround
menstruation (Simes, 1998). As a consequence of these contemporary taboos, women
continue to be embanassed by theu periods and sensitive to being socially defined as
unclean when menstniating. Some contemporary feminists, rejecting such demeaning
portrayals of a perfectly normal physiological event, are encouraging women to celebrate

their periods (Martin, 1987; Owen, 1998). Rather than continuing to engage in denial
behaviors, women are being urged to daim their periods as a positive attribute that
signifies entrance into womanhood (Society for Menstrual Cycle Research Conference,
1997).
Over the last five years there has been ongoing research in the Department of

Family Studies at the University of Manitoba concerning how women are portrayed in
menstruai product advertisements. Carvalho (1997) and Simes (1998) have recently
completed research in this area. Carvalho's (1997) research systematically sarnpled over
seven hundred mensmal product advertisements fiom Good Housekeepinq and
Chatelaine magazines beginning in 1914. Simes (1998) dso analyzed advertisements

fiom Good Housekeepin~and Chatelaine. However, she was more concerned with
menstnial product advertisementsthat appeared to be targeted at adolescent girls. Their
studies concluded that a patnarchal perspective negatively shapes the female experience

of menstruation portrayed in menstnial product advertising. These fhdings have been
presented at the Society for Menstnial Cycle Research annual conference. It was at this
particular conference in June of 1997 that an executive from Tarnbrands (now Johnson &

Johnson) posed the question about their research that inspired this project. The executive
fiom Tarnbrands wanted to know how you could portray women more positively in
rnenstrual product advertisements, yet still sel1 the product.
As a feminist researcher 1 am particularly interested in women's issues and

concemed about women's position in society. 1believe that it is important to expose
women to the research that is being conducted on their behalf. Attempting to answer the
question posed by the executive from Tambrands meant presenting the past five years of
research to focus groups of women. Thus, the purpose of this research project was to
detemine if it was possible for these women to suggest the contents for menstrual

product advertisernents that would portray women and menstruation in a more positive

manner. This study seeks to investigate the possibility of affiming women and
menstruation in menstrual product advertising.

in order for the women in the focus groups to succeed in suggesting ideas for the
content of menstrual product advertisement that overcome the negative portrayal of
women in cunent advertisements, it was necessary for the women to recognize that some

advertisements are shaped by a paîrîarchal perspective. A patriarchal perspective

accounts for the '2otality of male domination and its persuasiveness in women's lives"

(Jkiackie, 1991, p. 199). In other words, women's beliefs about themselves and their
bodies have k e n shaped by how men view the fernale body and mind.

Women may

not recognize the influences of patriarchy because they are living under fdse
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consciousness (Mackie, 1991). Under false consciousness, women accept pervasive

patnarchal definitions about their bodies and positions in society as reality: the 'way
things are.' Therefore women accept that menstruation is an event that they are to be

ashamed of, as well as an event that is to be hidden nom society, particularly males.

False consciousness occurs when "the subordinate group accepts as vaiid and
authoritative the ideology of the dominant group" (Mackie, 1985, p. 35). Under false

consciousness women have been iduenced and manipulated by men's power to defhe
women and their actions in ways that ensures male superiority. Thus, contemporary
menstrual management suggests that women must act as if they are not menstmating,
even when they do have their penods. This theme is also projected in many of the
current advertisements pertaining to menstmal management Carvalho, 1997; Simes
19%).

1do not think it is fair, nor representative of women, to suggest that they are

merely puppets of patriarchy. Consequently, 1thought it was necessary for women to

have a voice in this research. 1 was curious to know if the women in the focus groups
thought that women were being negatively portrayed in menstrual product

advertisements. If these women believed women were portrayed negatively in the
advertisements, what would they do to change how they were depicted? Ifwomen did
not thînk that they were being negatively portrayed in menstnial product advertisements,
1wanted to know why they were cornfortable with these advertisements. 1think that
these findings may offer explanations for how women think of themselves.

By asking

women for their opinions and ideas, 1avoided the simple conclusion that society's
obsessions with how women should behave, look or participate was 'predominately a
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product of pernicious media influence" (Brown& Jasper, 1993, p. 11). 1agree that
"such a perspective degrades women by falsely assuming their passivity and inevitable
victimization" (Brown & Jasper, 1993, p. 11). For this reason, 1believed that it was
important to present women with the research findlligs nom the University ofManitoba

(Berg & Coutts, 1994; Coutts & Berg, 1993; Carvaho, 1997; Simes. 1998) that have
been conducted on their behalf and field their comrnents and suggestions.
Research Goals

There are many things that 1 hoped to accomplish with this research. First and
foremost, 1believe that it is important to give wornen a voice and hear their comments on

previous research that has been conducted on the portrayal of women in menstrual
product advertising. Not only does this tie together five years of research, but is also
exercises Duffy's (1985) assertion that feminist research should be done on women and

for women.

The main goal of this study was to determine if it was possible for women to
constnict advertisements for rnenstnial products that a f h women and menstruation. To
accomplish this goal, 1proposed to use focus groups to identify what women wouid
include in the advertisements. The use of focus groups aiso enabled me,the researcher,
to identi@ the context of how the ideas were generated and agreed upon. Therefore, it
was possible to see some evidence ofthe presence of patriarchy as it exists in society

today.
Significance of this Studv
It was my hope that this research would find that it was possible for women to

identiQ ideas for menstnial product advertisementsthat portrayed women and

menstruation positiveiy, yet codd still sell the product. It is my beliefthat rnenstrual

product advertising is only a fiaction of the Ulformation that is detrimental to women,
and, more specifically, teenagers. While 1do want to be cautious not ?O imply women's

passivity when it cornes to the media, 1think that many researchers would agree that the

messages that the media are sending are not healthy, yet we see many women accepting
the messages at face value.
This research hoids exciting implications for the way both women and

menstruation are viewed in our society. It is my belief that by presenting women and

their bodies in a more positive and truthfùl light in rnenstnral product advertisemeiits, it
rnay be possible to improve the way women feel about themselves. Advertisers rnay also
leam that it is not necessary to attack the fernale body in order to sel1 products.

AfErmation may also attract the consumer. Ultimately, by providing ideas and
justification for these propositions for advertisements that portray women-and the very
essence of what makes a women-in a positive light, we rnay have embarked on the f h t
step toward breaking down the negative effects of patriarchy and the way women are
viewed in society.

Chapter 2: Review of Literaîure
This research was conducted using previous research conceming the portrayal of

women in menstrual product advertisements as a foundation. Previous research findings
not only served as the premise for the formation of my research question, but also
provided the tool to ensure that al1 women in the focus groups possessed the same basic
information. The following review of relevant literature and research provides insight

into how menstrual product advertisements are negative and what the advertisements
cornmunicate about women and menstruation.

Women as Other
Patriarchy defines women and dictates roles for them. The d e s that women

occupy are typically subordinate to men and fiequently based on their physical
characteristics. These roles are often based on the fact that men are typically stronger

than women and that wornen have reproductive capabilities. Traditionally, men were in
the public sphere eaming wages, while women were wives and mothers in the pnvate.
domestic sphere (Martin, 1988). The fact that women remained in the pnvate sphere, out
of the public eye and unthreatening to men. established their role as the "Other" sex (de

Beauvoir, 1952). As the Other sex women are less valued and subordinate members of
society.
Throughout history there are many phenornena that can be seen as contniuting to

women's designation as Other. Mackie (1991) notes that until recently most research has
been conducted b'primarilyby males (and females who had been socialized to accept the

masculine niiing ideas) on topics that interested men, ushg methods congenial to men"
(p. 20). Women were only privy to information that men wanted them to have and to
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information that ensured their continued subordination. In reference to the nineteenth
century, Martin (1987) observed "medical images of menstruation as pathological were
remarkably vivid by the end of the century" (p. 35). She observed that in the twentieth
century' little has changed relative to the use of metaphors to describe menstruation.
Indeed, medical texts continue to view menstruation as "failed (re) production" (Mm,
1987, p. 105). The information that women have had access to during the mentieth

century about their bodies was limited, fiaught with male biases and fiequently
inaccurate. Women, under false conscioumess, assumed that this information about their
bodies was correct and accepted that their weak bodies prevented them from participating

in most public activities.
The denial of the vote to women is another example of women's ascnbed

Othemess. In the past. it was believed that women were "too weak to participate in the
excitement of elections...if women used their brains excessively, they would impair their
fertility by draining off blood cells needed to support the menstrual cycle" (Mackie,
1991, p. 254). Denying women a vote because it may impair their reproductive abilities
reiterates women's defined weakness in cornparison to men. During the early twentieth
century it was also widely believed that wornen did not have the mental capacity to
understand political problems or the physical ability to fight to defend their country.
Menstruation was believed to drain blood and strength fkom the brain and the body.

Women were culturally defined then as 'the weaker sex.'
It is evident from these examples that a woman's minor position, or involvement,

in society was linked to biology, specifically to her reproductive cycle. While raising
children, serving her husband, and ensuring that the home was well nui were important to
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women, these domestic duties failed to bring them recognition, status and power in
society (Mackie, 1991). Being encumbered with domestic and child responsibilities
ensured women would not have the oppominity to become involved in the public sphere.
Biology was, and possibly continues to be, the pervasive factor defining women.
Under definitions provided by patriarchy, women are the weaker sex. Their weakness is

variously linked to assumed emotional volatility, their periods, their 'need' to bear
children, and other defining beliefs (Debey, Lupton, & Toth, 1988). As a consequence,
women have not participated equally in society. Since they could not participate in
society on male ternis, participation was discouraged, even denied.
Women's weakness, as defined by patriarchy, was M e r supported by the
practice of withdrawing from social participation during their penods. This is a practice

that seemed to be sûictly adhered to until around the tirne when women gained the vote

(Delaney et al., 1988). Women were considered to be weakened, unable and incapable of
functioning in society, during their periods (Delaney et al., 1988). In a patriarchal
society, a woman's retreat fiom activity due to menstruation confirmed that she could not

meet the standards of societal participation as set by men. This,in turn, cast women as

'Other'; c o n k i n g that they were indeed different kom men.
Women as Other in Advertisements

Until the advent of commercial menstnial products during the 1gSO's,
menstruation management was the 'secret' of women; contained in the fmde world

(Bnunberg, 1997). Menstruation, shrouded in silence and concealment, was ûuly a
matter exclusive to women. Indeeâ, the very euphemisms, 'way of women' or ' f d e

troubles' well illustrate the nature of the silence (Delaney et al., 1988). Yet in this

coatext of silence and hiddenness, women could be quite public about their periods in the
sense that they were free to withdraw f?om activities for the duration of their
menstruation. Everyone understood that women withdrew during 'that t h e . ' In the past,
even medical opinion discouraged women fiom taking part in strenuous activities during

menstruation. It is noteworthy that strenuous activities often included activities such as
work, school or social g a t h e ~ g swhich
,
would hardly be classified as such in
contemporary society (Brumberg, 1997).

Curiously, closer examination of today's menstnial management reveals that
women are expected to be even more secretive about their periods than they were in the
pst Carvalho, 1997). Contemporary women must engage in, rather than withdraw h m ,

activities that insure denial of thek menstruation. Withdrawd fiom activity, even when
her penod is particularly troublesome, has become unacceptable. Conternporary

meastnial management requires that women conceal, even deny, their penods by
ensuring that they do nothing, including withdrawal, that would reveai the fact that they
are menstmating. Some writers have even suggested that this total denial of menstruation

is linked to women having to perform 'exactly as men' in order to have a chance at

equality (Mackie, 1991). It would seem that in a patnarchal society, women who seek
equal participation cannot at the same t h e claim menstniation as a basis for reduced

participation. Patriarchal dennitions clearly continue to influence menstmal
management. Menstrual product advertising mirron how women and peziods have been
portrayed over the years. The following histoncal survey dernonstrates how menstruation

has become kcreasingly more private, even though the ads appear to send the message
that menstruation is no longer shrouded in silence. This historical ovewiew of m

u
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product advertising also serves as an illustration of women's Othemess because of
menstruation.
The history of wornen in mensirual broduct advertising The emergence of
disposable pads in the 1920's was the start of the advertiser's involvement in suggesting

how women should or should not act while they had their periods. The advertisement of
disposable pads not only conveyed that the pads existed, but also suggested how women
should use them. Advertising for the product portrayed women as "weak, f i l , elegant

and demure creatures" (Carvalho, 1997, p. 36). Women at this tirne had always reduced
their activities durhg their period and had the option of withdrawing fiom society if
necessary. The majority of women were accustomed to using menstnial rags, which were

washed and reused. With the advent of disposable pads, mensûual rags were deemed to
be dangerous, as they were contarnhated with menstmal blood (Bnimberg, 1997). The

menstruating woman also became associated with contamination and dirtiness.

In the 19307s7women in menstrual product advertisements were shown as being
concemed with participating in activities while Ming the fact that they are menstruating.
A March 1937 advertisement in Chatelaine magazine (as cited in Carvaho, 1997)

illustrates this point.

She has no time for the discornfort and worries associated with her menstrual

protection and wants to feel secure while pursuhg other activities what a piece of
mind that moisnire proof backing brings-especiaily when you are traveiing (p.3 7).
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Women were portrayed as fearing embanassment if they were unable to conceal

their menstnial status. Consequently, women leamed that if they participated in activities
they had less chance of being discovered as having their periods. The fact that women
were told that they have to hide a natural body hction from society also helped to defuie

wornen as Other.

In the 1940's. due to the advent of Wodd War XI, the language and assumptions of
menstrual product advertising changed dramatically (Carvalho, 1997). Women were
pomyed as being active, smart,and involved in the war effort. Menstruation was no

longer an acceptable reason to withdraw fiom society.

In the 1W07s,the messages in menstnial product advertisements once again
changed dramaticaily. When the war ended, many women were replaced by men in the
factories. Women were utged to concentrate on the family and home and were thus
relegated back to their subordinate position of wife and mother.
Kotex introduced a new focus which was to be in ''the know" (Carvalho, 1997, p.

40). Women were told that they had to know the proper social etiquette, as well as the

suitable sanitary protection for each occasion. More than ever, women in the 1950's

were encouraged to keep their menstnial status hidden. Knowing about proper mensûual
management meant that women knew what sanitary protection was suitable for each
occasion. At this tirne, while it was irnportant to be aware of the proper sanitary
protection, it was also important to know what "dress" would best hide the menstnial pad.

The proper sanitary protection combineâ with the proper dress ensund that women did

not have to miss out on the fun. It is worthy of note that the advertisements of the 1950's
encomged women to use various m e n s t d products so as not to miss out on social
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activities, not work. The ads, of course. reflect a decade in which most women were not
in the labour force.
By the 1 9 6 0 ' ~women
~
were urged to be even more concemed with the protection

their rnenstrual products provided. Advertisements focused on the need for reliable
protection that ailowed women to feel fiesh and carefiee at al1 times (Carvalho, 1997).

Women were also encouraged to participate in dl activities. New products, such as

tampons, made activities such as swimmhg possible. In the past, the unavailability of
intemal protection made swimming a prohibited activity during menstruation. Of note,
swimming was previously considered to be among those activities that might be too
strenuous for 'that time of the month.'
Advertisements of the 1970's told women that they could Wear whatever they
wanted and do whatever they wanted during their periods as long as they were wearing

the proper pad or tampon. It is important to keep in mind that the woman's movement
was in process and that women were advocating for equal nghts and more oppomuiities

in society during this decade. According to the advertisements, women demanded the
right to participate equally in society regardless of whether or not they were menstniating

(Carvaiho, 1997).
In the 1980's there was another shifl in the messages the advertisements were
sending to women. It seems as if the ads went from suggesting that women can use these
products and participate in activities ifthey want, suggesting that they rnw use these

products and participate in these activities at al1 times. In effect, the theme of

convenience, which was present in the advertisements, seems to shift to a theme that
stresses the necessity of the specializedproducts (Carvalho, 1997).
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In the 1980's the panty liner was introduced. Advertisements of the 1980's
porûayed women as wanting to be fun loving, fresh, and clean at al1 times. The
advertisements suggested that women should be concemed about their personai hygiene
al1 of the tirne, whether or not they are menstruating. Women were told that they could
achieve piece of mind about their personal hygiene if they used the specific products
designed for each phase of their menstnial cycle (Carvalho, 1997). The new panty liners
could be used between periods to ensure freshness, as well as in combination with a
tampon for extra protection. Shce the advertisernents suggested that women mut appear

as if they were not menstruating, an event that signifies womanhood, women were still
defined as Other. To appear as always 'not mensûuating' is to d e h e normal in maie
tenns.

The advertisements of the 1990's appear to convey the view that women's various

menstmal problems can be alleviated by the use of certain products. For exarnple, there
are tampons for light, regular, medium, and heavy menstnial flow days. As well, there

are pads for daytime and nighttime use, as well as for different levels of menstnial flow.
n i e advertisements depict which types of protection are best for certain activities. Some
advertisements also suggest that women in the 1990's should use sanitary protection
every day of the month to ensure fieshness and confidence (Carvalho, 1997).

One begins to wonder why it has become so complicated to be female. ALmost
sixty-five years after the h t disposable pads came on the market, penods have become a
cornplex series of monthly problems which rquue a massive undercover effort

(Trenemau, 1989). We are dealing with the same problem as we were sixty-five years

ago. Petiods have not suddenly become different. Why has managing menstruation
become such an issue?

While the ads may seem to break the silence that surrounds menstruation,
ironically, they insure female subordination. The advertisements are designed and
constmcted in a manner that the silence that they are intending to break ultimately
remains intact (Treneman,1989). The products themselves are an attempt to maintain the
silence and hiddenness that surrounds menstruation by providing women with a method
of concealing their penods. A good example of this concealment effort is the pretty

packages in which some sanitary supplies are wrapped. The pretty cover is designed to
camouflage what is actually in the package. Thus, it is thought that a woman should be
able to camy this product without others, particularly men,knowing what is inside the
package.

The "dirty, bloody menshual problem" that women are to be ashamed of lies
within ihe rwts of our patnarchal society (Treneman,1989, p. 157). It is important to
remember that the goal of patriarchy is to ensure that women do not threaten men's
position in society. The organizational and social requirements of patnarchy were (and
possibly still are) that women be represented as "filthy, sick, unbalanced, ritually impure"

(Nicolson, 1995,p. 780) to ensure their designation as Other.
Common Themes in Menstmal Product Advertisements
This section will identify the common themes that have been identified in

previous research conducted on the portrayal of women in menstrual product advertising.
The common themes found in menshual product advedsements include: menshual

management technology, silence and shame, menstnid etiquette, femininity and dirtiness.

The work of Berg and Coutts (1994), Coutts and Berg (1993). Laws (199û), Shes (1998)
and Treneman (1989) will be used to illustrate these common themes.

ui the case of menstruation, advertisers play into, and create, needs to increase
sales of their products. Advertisements that focus on the female body being dirty and
shamehil hction to heighten insecurities about the female body. Suggesting that the
female body is dirty contributes to wornen learning to fear their own bodies. IronicaîIy,

the parts of a woman's body that the ads target are probably some of the cleanest, as they
have natural cleansing methods.
Advertisers use an expanded definition of menstruation, the implication that
sanitary protection is always needed, as a method for selling more products. The
advertisements suggest a complex system of menstnial products that need to be used

whether or not a woman is menstniating. Ads encourage women to use panty liners, even

though they are not menstruating, to ensure cleanliness and fieshness. Freshness, it is
suggested, is a major component of femininity. It is implied in the ads that a woman's
confidence is enhanced as a consequence of always being protected. One has to wonder

what the panty liner is actually doing. In the past, women did not seem to be concemeci

about being protected between periods. Berg and Coutts (1994) explain that "subtly,
products designed for managing menstruation, the curse, becorne necessary for everyday
use: The duration of the curse is extended" @. 12). The 'necessity' of f&e

protection everyday is clearly a created need to increase sales of panty liners.
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Silence and Shame
One of the ironies of menstrual product advertising is that it seeks to instill a

desire to erase the very thing (menstruation) that the product is designed to senice

(Treneman, 1989). One would think that the very existence of the advertisements breaks
the silence that sunounds menstruation. However, the consistent message in the ads is
that it is necessary to conceal menstruation (Simes, 1998). This implies that women are

to bc ashamed of menstruation and thus do evetything possible to keep their periods
hidden. As 1have mentioned previously, this is very different fiom the past when women
could withdraw and everyone knew why. Although the 'silence' surroundhg
menstruation was maintained, others understood, and accepted the fact, that a woman

may retreat fiom public activities because of her period.
The advertising of menstrual products, which occurs almost exclusively in
women's magazines, exemplifies the themes of silence and shame. Placing these
advertisements in women's magazines restricts the ads to the female gaze and reiterates
the societal belief that menstruation is for women's eyes only (Treneman,1989).
However, at the same time the advertisements seem to reflect the concems of a male
gaze.

For women in the 1990's, proper hygiene has become more than just managing

their periods for a week each month. Today, menstrual product advertisements suggest
that women have to manage their bodies al1 the thne. Advertisements for mensmial

products prescnbe what a womm should do d u ~ her
g period in tenns of products and

activities, as well as ferninine hygiene products to be used when she is not menstnrating.

The advertisements explain what each product does and why it is better than other

products on the market. Simes (1998) explains that advertisers are able to instill the idea
that some type of feminine hygiene product is necessary every day, of each month. The

advertisers suggest that if a woman is conscious of her hygiene throughout the month
"getting caught will not take place" @. 65). Feminine hygiene in the 1990's has thus

become a complex issue, throughout the month.
Although women in the past did not discuss their periods, their option to withdraw

did make menstruation relatively more visible than it is today. In the pst, when women
retreated because of menstruation, it w as culturally acceptable and 'understood.' Today,

withdrawal fiom activities to ded with a troublesome penod is not acceptable. Given the
prohibition against 'time off for menstruation women must provide 'acceptable' reasons
for their absence such as having the flu,or having a virus. It shoukî be noted that the
acceptable excuses for absence are for ailments that males can and do experience (Martin,
1987). Mensûual product advertisements also prescnbe acceptable behavior during

menstruation. The advertisements assume a femaie audience, while the patnarchal voice
within the advertisement ïnstructs women on what may be said in public about
menstruation, as well as the best ways women can conceal their periods (Laws, 1990).

The advertisements, therefon, play off the patriarchal culture that surrounds women.
Consequently, most of the meanings surrounding menstruation and femininty are
strongly related to the social d e s in society which are govemed by patriarchy (Laws,

1990).
"Etiquette"or "the d e s of behavior goveming social relations among people of
distinct social statu or classes" is evident in relation to menstruation (laws, 1990 p. 42).

Laws (1990) refen to these patnarchai d e s surroundhg menstruation as 'menstrual
etiquette.' Menstrual etiquette is important because it supports, defines and preserves the
social status of men and women in society. Proper menstrual etiquette includes the way a

woman should manage her penod and also the activities in which she should participate.
Failhg to participate in the suggested activities violates the menstnial etiquette.
Consequently, a woman risks being discovered having her period. Why is such
knowledge a taboo? M e r all, menstruation is part of being a woman.

In a patriarchal world, males have enforced the 'etiquette' that men must not
know that a woman is menstmating (Laws, 1990). Most of this etiquette stems fiom the
fact that many people, men and women, regard the site of blood as something that is dirty
and contaminated. A good example of this menstnial etiquette is seen in a wornan's
decision to go swimming. If a woman chooses not to swim she sen& the message that
she has her period, whether or not she is actually menstmating. Laws (1990) m e r

explains that menstmal etiquette is enforced not by the fear of reprisais, but by "social
sanctions, such as adverse comment, criticism, ridicule and ostracism" (p. 43).

Women are conscious of the social rules that are implied in proper menstnial
etiquette (Laws,1990). They understand that being discovered as having one's period is
not acceptable. Not only must women not speak of their penods, they must also insure
that mything related to theù periods is not seen. Menstnial management products m u t
be hidden at al1 times. For example, if a purse spills, a typical women rushes to pick up
the contents, particularly if there are m e n s t d products among the articles. h o t b e r

person walking by may see the contents of the purse, includiiig the mensûual products,
but will not stop and help pick up the contents. The person whose purse spilt knows the
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other person saw the contents of her purse on the floor, including the menstnial products.
The person who waked by also knows that the person whose purse spilt saw them and
that the passerby is aware of the menstrual products on the fl~or.However, neither

person says a word. By picking up the products in a quick and secretive rnanner, the
woman is following the proper menstrual etiquette. The other person who walked by and

did not offer to help is also following mensûual etiquette. Such behavior is a perfect
illustration of what G o h a n (1959) caiied "tactful inattention" (p. 230). Tactfiil
inattention refea to the situation in which the passerby clearly saw the contents of the
pme, however discretion, menstmal etiquette in this case, requues that the observer
should feign not having seen the contents on the ground. To assist in collecting the
contents of the purse would be to necessarily acknowledge seeing the products that ought
to be hidden.
Menstnial product advertisements also portray ways that women can manage their
periods that will not draw attention to, or uncover the fact, that they are menstruating;
particularly to men. Menstrual product advertisements convey many complex mensbual
management systems consisting of different tampons, pads, and panty liners for different
times of the month and mensmial flow. The advertisements seem to convey the message
that if a woman uses the advertised menstmal products she will not be discovered.

Advertisements also advise women on what they should Wear, where they should go, and
in which activities they should participate. However, at the same tirne, contemporary ads
also place measonable expectations on women (Simes, 1998). There are times when

women cannot comply with the menstnial etiquette suggested by the ads. For example,
some women h d themselves in extreme pain during their periods. Cunent menstnial

etiquette mandates that these women should take the appropriate medicine and continue
functioning nomally. Instead of the abundance of menstrual products liberating women,
they in fact may restrict women. Women of history were able to withdraw when their

cramps were bad, contemporary women must grin and bear their pain.
Femininitv
According to cunent advertisements, women are almost obsessed with tryhg to
achieve an unachievable ideal state. The ideal woman of advertising 'does not

menstruate.' Women are concerned that men, in particular, are looking for this ideal
woman and thus they will do whatever is necessary to meet the ideal. Menstrual product
advertising also perpetuates the practice of creating an ideal woman. Menstrual product
advertking portrays menstruation as something that is dirty and shametiil and thetefore

an event that threatens femininity. Coutts and Berg (1993), in theu anaiysis of the
porûayd of women in menstrual product advertising, concluded that the femininity that
is threatened by menstruation is a kind of "Ulûa~femininity''as portrayed in fashion

magazines (p. 182). The ideal woman portrayed in the magazines is the professional
m w a y model, the playgirl or movie star whose only concem appears to be her perfect

looks. This femininity or "FEM" is composed of the following qualities: "funlovingness, lack of inhibition, style, glamour, youthfùlness, playfulness, irrationality and
above al1 fieshness" (Coutts & Berg, 1993, p. 182). Consequently, this ultra ferninine

woman must always appear not to be menstruating because menstruating women are not

'fiesh. ' Such are the women typically portrayed in rnenstrual product advertisements.
In the scheme that Berg and Coutts (1994) have designed, the opposite of the
ideal type FEM is the ideal type "WOMAN" (p. 15). Most women can relate to
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WOMAN as an ideal type. WOMAN's concems revolve around family, caner and
economic issues. WOMAN is not always fun, carefiee or sexually stimulating.
WOMAN accepts the fact that she menstniates. WOMAN is w t the typical femde

portrayed in menstrual product advertisements (Berg & Coutts,1994).
Menstnial product advertisements communicate to women that if they are going

to have any chance of coming dose to the ideal type FEM,they m u t use the products
advertised. The products are necessary to conceai menstruation and therefore leave a
woman no excuses for not participating in al1 activities. The advertisements also appear

to Say that if women are going to meet the ideal they must Wear short, tight, white s h ,
go swimming, and be with their men al1 the t h e . Menstruation must never intetfere with

an active life. Women must always appear to be not rnenstruating. Consequently, the
advertisements depict that if a woman buys the advertised product she cm be like the
woman in the advertisement: FEM.
Dirtiness

More than ever, menstrual product advertisements today focus on how women
should manage their periods to not only conceal the fact that they are menstniathg, but
also to insure that they are always fresh and clean. Al1 one bas to do is look at the
shelves of menstrual products in a dnig store or groceV store. Many of these products

are to protect a woman even when she is not menstruating. The theme associated with
most of these products is that their use will ensure a woman's fieshness,even when she is
not menstruating (Simes, 1998). Treneman (1989) states that the belief pushed by
menstnial product advertking is that menstruation is ody "dirty" if it is not concealed
through the use of the correct products (p. 162).
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Advertisernents today also suggest that women should use ferninine protection
everyday to ensure their cleanliness. The advertisements suggest that any female
discharge is contaminating. Consequently, women have corne to be defined as "always
dirty" and there is an implied need for more feminine hygiene products. For example, an

advertisement for Always Alldays suggests that women should use this product al1 the
tirne, everyday (Carvalho, 1997; Simes, 1998). This advertisement implies that women
are always dirty, even when not menstniating, and can only be clean and confident ifthey

use Always Alldays.
Creating the concem that women need to use menstrual protection everyday of the

month has provided advertisers and manufacturers with new oppominities for product
creation. Suggesting that women need to use protection everyday has also presented
advertisers with another reason for suggesting, or implying, the subordination of women.

The advertisements' implication that women are always dirty suggests that women are
tmly Other.
Construction of Advertisements

This section seeks to explain why menstrual product advertisements are effective.
The major issues in this section include the role that shame plays in the promotion of
menstrual products and how advertisers succeed in masquerading shame as the liberation

of women.

Success of Advertisernents
Menstnial product advertisements create needs and fears in women surromding

menstruation and then offet solutions to these conaived needs and fears (Simes, 1998).
As previously noted, the advertisernents suggest that women n e 4 many different

products to deal with and conceal theu menstmal state. The ads also suggest that without

the correct product women will not be fresh, and that they nsk being discovered. This

fear of discovery is a product of our culture. The fear and shame that sunounds
menstniation is presented to a young woman when she is first introduced to the subject of

menstruation (Simes, 1998). Young girls l e m about menstruation tbrough whispers.

They are taught by example that the only way they can talk about menstruation is in
whispers and only to other fernales. This secrecy builds upon the shame that is aiready

present in our culture (Treneman, 1989).
Over the years mensüual product advertisements have continued to build upon the

maxim that "shame sells" (Treneman,1989, p. 163). While it is common knowledge
that women menstruate, menstmal product advertisements continually suggest that by

using particular products women can act like they are not menstniating. As Treneman
(1989) explains, using shame as a selling point has become so well understood that the

women portrayed in the ads no longer need to show shame. Instead, it is understood that
shame, like periods, has become hidden in reality (Treneman, 1989). The advertisers of
menstnial products themselves combine the advanced advertising techniques of the &y
with the ancient taboos that exist around the menstniating woman to sel1 the products.

Menstrual product advertisements rely on prior knowledge that women have
about menstruation and how they are conditioned to deal with the situation (Treneman,
1989). Take, for example, every woman's worst fear, that of having an unexpected
period start or their protection fail. Advertisers take advantage of these fears and even

heighten them. There are countiess advertisernents for tampons and pads that propose to

ease any womes that may be associateci with menstruation. Advdsers clami that panty
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liners are the best method of protection and should be used everyday. Panty liners are

said to be the best method of protection to guad against an unexpected start of a period,
discharge or in combination with a tampon to add protection. Further, the panty liner c m
be used when a woman is not mensûuating to keep ber fkesh.

It is important to acknowledge that the goal of menstrual product advertisements,
or any advertisement for that matter, is to sel1 the product. For a menstnial product
advertisement to be successfÙi the ad must also cany a familiar referent system. In other
words, a reader of the advertisement must be able to fil1 in the gaps in the ad with the
proper information (Treneman,1989). In order to do this, the reader must know the d e s
of the game, or proper "menstrual etiquette." Advertisements trigger the stock of
information that is assumed to be present in a woman by using familiar objects and
concepts in "order to allow their constructed meanings to flow effortlessly into ou.
thoughts" (Treneman, 1989, p. 156). Consequently, the concealed meanings within the

advertisements are readily understood. It is only necessary to examine the names of
specific menstntal products such as linen to understand this point. New Freedom,
Carefkee and Security suggest liberation for women if they use the paaicular product

(Carvalho, 1997). Since women of the 1990's strive for freedom, simplification of their

busy lives and security, women are understandably drawn to these products.

The trick of modem menstrual product ad campaigns is to masquerade shame as
liberation (Treneman, 1989). 1have already discussed many ways that advertisements of
today actually suggest more restrictive methods than in the past for dealing with

menstruation. The fact that women m u t remain in active society and find methods for
concealing menstruation fiom everyone does not Liberate women. The advertisements
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brrow the ideas behind the modem woman's liberation movement such as "fieedom"

and "liberation" and use them with a meaning that is constrictive (Treneman, 1989, p.
158).

While the multitude of pads, tampons and liners may help women manage their
periods, the only fkeedom women realize is the choice of which brand to use for the type
of protection they feel they require. Women cannot be liberated if they are expected to

use products al1 the time. Treneman (1989) M e r explains that the advertisements have

the goal of seducing women into thinking that there is "a ready-made individual cure to
what is a societal curse" (p. 158). Thus, the advertisements endeavor to make a woman
believe that if she uses the advertised products she will truiy be liberated and less
restricted by womanhood whereas in reality she may be more restncted.
Feminist Criticism

Previous anaiysis of menstnial product advertisements reveals that the ads portray
wornen in a very negative manner (Carvalho, 1997; Coutts & Berg, 1993; Simes 1998).
The advertisements play on the feu, shame, embarrasment, and guilt that surrounds
menstruation in our culture and which reflect a paûiarchal picture of menstruation and
women (Carvalho, 1997, Coutts & Berg, 1993; Simes, 1998). The advettisements aiso
appear to suggest that women are dirty because they mensûuate, which in turn degrades
women.

The most common questions and concems that arise from the research concemuig
menstmal product advertisementscenter on how menstrual product advertisements couid
be constructed in a way that & m s

women. This is best exemplifieci by the question

posed to Simes (1 998) at a research confierence by a representative of Tambranâs Inc.
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who agreed with Simes' (1998) research finding but wanted to lmow how menstrual
products could be presented in an afthnbg manner, yet still sel1 the product. The

greatest challenge to atkmpting to present advertisements in a mariner that would convey
accurate, positive information about menstruation and women is that we are immersed in

a pahiarchal society. We see the world through patriarchal glasses. In order to
accomplish the goal of constnicting more positive advertisements about women and
menstruation we would figuratively have to take off the patriarchal glasses.

The Research Ouestion
1 proposed to have women constmct magazine advertisements that deal with

rnenstnial products in a women-affirrning manner. The ovemding question o f this
research was: Could women write advertisements for menstnial products that af5rm
menstruation and women, keeping in mind that the goal of advertising is to sell? Ifthey

could create such advertisements, what would women-affirming ads look like? What is it
that the women in the focus groups would like to convey to other women about

menstruation? By examining the group discussions 1could also explore what women
saw as women-affixming advenisements and what they would like to convey about

menstruation. In addition, identifying what the women deemed to be wornen-afnrming

advertisements 1was also able to see how theu advertisements differed fkom a patriarchal
perspective.

Part of the process of constnicting the advertisements concerned identifjing what
infoxmation should be included in the advertisements. It was interesthg to note if the

women includeâ technical information about rnenstnial products, information about the
menstnial cycle and how menstniation should be managed. An important consideration
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when constructing the text of the advertisements was to insure that the ads affirmecl

women and the fact that they do mensmate. It was also important for the women to
consider that the advertisements needed to reflect the uitimate goal of selling the

menstnial product.
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Chapter 3: Method

This chapter will describe the methodology of the study. Within this section 1
will explain why I elected to use focus groups, describe the two distinct phases of my
research, and discuss the analysis process.
FOCUS
Grou~s

By definition, a focus group is "goup discussions organized to explore a specific
set of issues" (Etzinger, 1994, p.103). The use of focus groups for the purpose of
uncovering ideas for menstrual product advertisements is a natural fit. Focus groups are
utilized as a market research technique and market research is essentially what was
occumng within my focus groups. Focus groups allow for the nahual clustering of
people which may represent the same resources in which a person rnay draw Uifomation

and advice (Kitzinger, 1994). For the purposes of this project, 1wwas interested in
Iearning what information women would like conveyed in menstnial product
advertisements. In addition, it was of interest to see what information women considaed
to be women-afnrming.

The only banier that 1could identify to ushg focus p u p s , especially with a
potentially embarrassing topic such as menstruation, is related to the fact that a group

may censor any deviation kom group standards (Kitzinger, 1994). It is possible that the
group may have inhibited some women in the group !?om talking about certain aspects of
menstruation and advertising.
My data source consisted of five focus groups. The first four groups formed the

main source of data. These g~oupswere al1 given the same initial presentation and asked
the same questions about mensmial product magazine adveaisements in order to generate
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ideas. The fifth group allowed me to pose some questions about my data, my analyns,
and provided a means to CO&

some of my hdings and 'hunches.' The fiAh focus

group was not presented with the same initial presentation. 1 simply used to the
collection of curent menstrual product advertisements as a reference point when asking

these women questions about some of the other focus group's ideas.
Each focus group consisted of five women. The age of the women ranged fiom
21 to 40. Participants for the focus groups were sought from among women's studies
courses, peers, and acquaintances. No specific personal characteristics delimiteci
eligibility for participation other than that the participants were female and at l e s t 18
years of age. Since the study was about is sues of concem to women and about the
processes involved in developing women-afkning rnenstrual product advertisements,

M e r demographic and persona1 infornation (including culhual background) was not
considered.
Ethiçs

Participants were given a letter infoming them of the details of their role in the
research. Each participant was then asked to complete an "Assent to Participate" fonn
(see Appendix A). At no time were participants asked to reveal any personal

information. Each focus group met for about of two hours to complete the two distinct
phases of research.
ata Collectioa

There were two distinct phases within each focus group. The fint phase was an
education phase to ensure that each group was presented with the same information. The

second phase, data collection, consisted of the exploration of ideas for the creation of
women-affirming menstrual product advertisements.
Phase IEducation The fmt phase, the education phase, consisted of a
presentation of contemporary menstnial product advertisements (see Appendix B). The
educational phase was a d d s t e r e d to each focus group separately. The women were
presented with a surnmary of the research (Berg & Coutts, 1994; Carvaho, 1997; Coutts
& Berg, 1993; Simes, 1998) leading up to this project. The presentation consisted of a

discussion of various menstnial product magazine advertisements as well as the
patriarchal nature of these advertisements. Participants were encouraged to ask questions
and engage in discussion at any point during the presentation of the research findings.

The educational phase was designed to insure that the women were infomed of

the patriarchal content of the menstrual product advertisements. The purpose of the
educational session was to present current feminist criticisms of menstmai product
advertisements to the focus groups. The women were encowaged to f o n their own
opinions about current feminist criticisms. The feminist criticisms suggest that women
are portrayed negatively in menstrual product advertisements. Issues such as perceived

silence, shame, dirtiness, and proper menstrual etiquette al1 contribute to the negative
portrayal of women in menstrual product advertisements. The presentation of this
information was designed to provide the focus groups with a sense of the 'probled to be
addressed in the focus group in Phase II.

Each focus group was assigned the task of creating
content for a menstniai product advertisement. The groups were presented with the
following assignment: "A manufacturer asks you to create a menstnial product
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advertisement that affims women yet sells the product." Through the use of discussion,
each focus group was then asked to suggest the content that should appear inmensûual
product advertisements and provide ideas for any visual cornponents of the
advertisements. Throughout this exercise, the wornen in the focus groups were

consistently reminded that the advertisements were to be women-af5nning and, of
course, aimed at selling menstnial products.

My role in the focus groups was that of facilitator and moderator. 1 felt that I was
successfùl in allowing members of the focus groups to identiS the issues, the problems
and the content for menstrual product advertkements. The women in the focus groups
were not able to independently identiq what they would include in a menstnial product

advertisement. Consequently, the women used the advertisernents 1 had used in the
educational phase as a reference. By providing the women with a common reference
they were able to make suggestions for menstrual product advertisements based on what
they liked and disliked about the advertisements presented. The women appeared to have

a sound understanding of what they liked and disliked about current menstrual product
advertisements.
There was also a list of issues that I wanted the women to consider in the course

of suggesting the content for the advertisements. I referred to this list when there was a
luIl in the discussion, and at the conclusion of each session, to ensure that al1 the
questions had been covered. 1 also used this list as an assurance of consistency between
the focus groups. 1ensured that each group had discussed each of the issues. Ifa group

had not raised the issue independently, 1posed the issue to the group. The following is
the list of questions that I wished each group to consider:

What age groups do you think the advertisements should be directed towards?
Do you want to discuss the technical features of the product?
Would you want to show the product in the advertisement?
What wouid you name the product--or does it matter?
What images would you show in the ad? People? Cartoons? Only text?

How would you propose to sell the product?
What do you believe would sell the product?
What would you put in the advertisement to make the product sell?

How would you portray women in the advertisement? Do race and age matter?
Do you feel the need to adâress the environment?
Would you direct your advertisements at men and women, or just women?
Would you have separate advertisements directed at adolescents?

Each focus group lasted approximately two hours and was tape-recorded. The

discussions of each focus group, which included any discussions durhg Phase 1, were

analyzed using coding techniques developed for grounded theory analysis (Strauss &
Corbin, 1990). Qualitative coding facilitated the identification of themes and concepts
related to women, menstruation, and the advertising of menstrual products.

Data Analvsis
The first step in my data analysis was listening to the tape recordings of the focus
groups and noting the women's likes and dislikes about current rnenstnial product

advertisements which seemed to form the basis of theY ideas for women-afnmiing

advertisements. As I noted a group's likes and dislikes, 1 also paid close attention to the

women's explanations for their suggestions. This information fomed my data.
Constant Cornnarative Analvsis
The notes of the focus group meetings were analyzed using constant comparative
analysis. As 1listened to the tapes, 1paid close attention to the themes and ideas that the

women deemed to be important components of women-afnrming menstnial product
advertisements. Using constant comparative analysis 1worked back and forth between
my original notes, those taken upon completion of each focus group, and my analysis
notes, those taken when listening to the tapes. 1 was able to illuminate key concepts in

my data analysis by continuously consulting my notes and important points that I W
highlighted throughout my analysis. As new questions would form about concepts 1 had
or had not identified, 1 would revisit the original tape recordings.
Coding

Mer compiling notes fiom the tape recordings of the focus groups, 1began to

analyze the data by coding. Coding refers to the process of breaking down, e x a m k g ,

comparing, conceptudizing and categorizing data (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). Through the
use of coding, I was able to pick out words, or key phrases, that seemed to summarize
intended meaning. In order to insure that the codes provided an adequate representation

of the intended ideas, 1was conscious of the context of the comments and ideas, r e f d g
to the original conversation if M e r clarification was needed.

The second phase of data andysis involved categorizing like ideas and coda.
This level of analysis involved constant reference to the original conversationsto ensure
that the ideas were properly represented by the codes. For instance, there were times
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when the same code appeared more than once. 1realized that the code of 'personal' had
two different meanings. The coding of 'personal' appeared in relation to how each

wornan' s rnenstnial flow was different and therefore personal. The coding of 'personai'
also explained how menstruation is personal and that a woman does not necessarily want

to share her experience with just anyone. Consequently, it was necessary to change, or
rename, one of the codes to ensure proper categorization.
The third level of data analysis involved grouping the categories. While the
categones descnbed certain comrnon phenornena, it was necessary to move to a higher
level of analysis, or conceptualization, to reveal the ideas inherent within the categories.

During this phase of analysis, 1assigneci names to groupings that I felt summarized the
broader themes and ideas. The categories seemed to fall into two very distinct groups:
those ideas related to truthful and responsible advertising and those that related to a life-

like representation of women. Categories related to tnithfùl and responsible
advertisements included health, menstrual products, language, and environment.
Categories acknowledging a lifelike representation of women included being WOMAN,
physical appearance, relationships, activities, and accepting menstruation.
It was by piecing together the ideas evident in these two groupings that I was able
to formulate conclusions about my research. My conclusions seek to explain what is

going on withh the data and ultimately what women would include in wornan-affing
menstrual product advertisements. 1 concluded that the women would like to see truthfuJ
and responsible advertking thot refects a life-like representation of women (se

Figure 1).

Figure 1

Truthfil and Responsible Advertising that Reflects a
Life-like Representation of Women
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Memoinq

Memoing, or taking notes separate fiom the formal data analysis, is one of the most

important processes that occurs in qualitative analysis. Through memoing 1 was able to

ûack ideas, questions, and hunches that I was generating throughout the data andysis
process. Answering the questions and constantly revisiting ideas and hunches about
different relationships gave me a greater understanding of my data. A review of the

memos ensured that 1had thoroughly analyzed my data. This was evident when some
questions could not be answered, whereas answering other questions revealed greater

insight into what was going on in the data In the end, it was the memos that helped me
to link together concepts in order to understand what the women felt important to the
advertising of menstrual products. It was through the memoing process that 1 concluded
that a fifth focus group was necessary in order to dari@ and confirm some of my ideas.

Posing these questions to the fifth focus group helped to confirm my conclusions.
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Chapter 4: ~ i n d i n ~ s '

When 1 started Phase II of this shidy 1planned to simply ask the women in the
focus groups what they would like to see in a menstrual product advertisement that they
thought would dKrm women and menstruation. The women were definitely challenged
by the task of suggesting ideas for a menstmal product advertisement, as there was vey

limited discussion from the women. To facilitate the generation of ideas for an ideal
advertisement, 1 found it necessary to use some of the advertisements 1had presented to
the women in the educational phase of this research (see Appendix B). I asked the
women in the focus groups questions about the content of the advertisements used in the
presentation. The women's reactions provided an indication of whether or not they
would hclude or change the ideas that were present in current menstnral product
advertisements. The thernes that the women liked about current advertisements 1
accepted as ideas they would use for an advertisement. The ideas that the women
disliked about current advertisements, I took as those they would not want included in
advertisements targeted at the affinnation of women and menstruation. 1 fiequently

asked the women to explain their ideas to ensure a clear elaboration of their opinions. 1
found that by using the cunent advertisements as a reference point the women were then

able to generate their own ideas for women-affinning advertisements.
nie women's inability to suggest ideas for the advertisements without a reference
point suggests that women today are still influencedby patriarchy. Mackie (1991)
explains that women may not recognize the influences of patriarchy because bey are

living false consciously. Under fatse consciousness women accept pervasive paüiarchal

' Thc third focu~group did not tape record My notes taken Umriediately upon coriqiktionofthe group a d
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definitions about their bodies and positions in society as reality: as 'the way things are.'

The women involved in this research were not aware of the patriarchal themes porûayed

in the advertisements until instances of these themes were pointed out. The women did
not recognize the patriarchal nature and basis of the things they did not like about the
advertisements. However, it was clear nom the women's reactions that some
advertisements generated negative feelings. Once 1 identified the patriarchal nature of

some of the advertisements, the women were able to make cornments and suggestions to
improve upon the existing advertisements.
The advertisements that 1had originally selected for the educational phase of my

research were representative of many of the comrnon patriarchal themes in menstnial
product advertisements identified in previous research (Berg & Coutts, 1994; Coutts &
Berg, 1993; Laws, 1990; Simes, 1998; Tnneman, 1989). The paûiarchal themes

included menstrual management technology, silence and shame, mensmal etiquette,
femininity, and dutiness. Presenting the women with the advertisements provided an
effective reference point for generating alternative ideas.

uiitially, the data generated by this project appeared to suggest that the womm in

the focus gmups were able to break free fiom patriarchal infiuences shply because they
were able to make suggestions for alternative advertisements. It seemed that if the

women were able to make alternative suggestions for the advertisements that they must
recognize the patriarchal influence inherent in current advertisements. Further analysis of

the data revealed that there were many instances when the women's ideas contradicted

each other. At other times the women's ideas espoused the values of patriarchy. The

consultation with my îhcsis advisor, indicatc that no cmcial information was lest

following exarnple illustrates that the women in the focus groups were influenced by
patriarchy.

The members of one focus group tallced about how they had no problem tailllng
about menstruation at the office. The women explained to me that "there are no men in
the office therefore we can and do talk about PMS" (Focus groups #4). The women also

discussed how they would like to see the expression on a man's face if they did taik about

menstruation around him. Reflecting on the conversation, one woman pointed out that

"we talk about menstruation around women, we do not talk about menstruation in mixed
company" (Focus group #4). One woman then explained that she would talk about PMS
in front of men if she were not a h i d of being labeled a "bitch." This conversation
illustrates that women are influenced by patriarchy, which d e h e s women and dictates
roles for them. Labeling a woman as a "bitch"because she menstruates and may be
affected by PMS is one way that men attempt to subordinate women. This exarnple aiso
serves to explain how women immersed in a patriarchal society could recognize some

influences of patnarchy. The fact these women were still immersed in a patnarchal
society helps to explain why the women needed to be shown the paûiarchal mcnstnial
product advertisements in order to recognize the patriarchy within the advertisement.
Once the women recognized the patriarchy depicted in the advertisement they were able
to make "informeci" suggestions for menstrual product advertisements that would depict

women and menstruation more positively. The preceding conversation dso provides
insight into the basis for some of the patnarchal messages that menmual pmduct

advertisements seem to suggest.
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Further analysis of this conversation points to the fact that there is specific

conduct that women are expected to follow when they are menstmating. For example,
the women participating in the discussion about menstruation in the office understood
that they should not discuss menstruation in the presence of males. Laws (1990) refers to
this conduct as "patnarchal menstnial etiquette." Following proper patriarchal menstnial

etiquette requires women to hide their menstrual status at al1 times. Complying with

menstnial etiqueîte includes buying, storing and using menstnial products without men
knowing (Laws 1990). It is evident that the context of patriarchy does not accept or
acknowledge the fact that women menstruate. This idea was also present in many of the
advertisements that 1 presented to the focus groups.
Interestingly, this idea of not accepting or acknowledging the fact that women
menstruate was one that was rejected by the women in the focus groups. Many of the
suggestions that the women had for menstnial product advertisernents acknowledged that
women do menstruate, suggesting that society should become more accepting of

menstruation.
Analysis of my data indicates that the key concepts identified by the women in the
focus groups, which would help menstnial product advertisernents to be more womendfhing, were truthfil and responsible advertisements thut contain a life-like
representation of wonten. There were two distinct feanues that the women in the focus

groups perceived to be absent in the advertisements that they were presented: truth and
responsibility and a life-like representation of women.
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Truthfiil and Responsible Advertking

The women fiequently referred to the advertisements presented to them in the
htroductory phase of the groups when making their recommendations for new
advertisements. There were four areas identified by the women in the focus groups that
would contribute to more ûuthful and responsible advertising of menstnial products.
F h t , the advertisements needed to reflect health as it relates to women, menstruation,
and the use of menstnial products. Secondly, the women agreed that the advertising

pertaining to menstnial products should include the difference between, ami the features
of, the many products on the market. Thirdly, the women discussed the language used in

mensûual product advertising. Finally, the wornen wanted some advertisernents to
recognize the importance of the environment, in tems of menstnial product composition
and disposal.

Health
-

One of the most c o m o n similarities between the focus groups was their concem
for women's health. The women agreed that messages conveyed in current menstmal
product advertisements fail to make the connection between health and menstruation.

Moa rnenstniai product advertisements play on the idea that menstruation is a crisis or a
sickness, an event that really hampers a woman's life. Very few of the current menstnial
product advertisements actually acknowledge that it is healthy and normal for a woman
to menstruate. The women in the focus groups felt that menstrual product advertisements

would be improved significantly if they relayed the importance of menstruation as an
indication of a healthy body. Comments h m women in one focus group supporthg this
position were as follows:
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Who cares when you have your period.. .it is an indication of a healthy body
Menstruation is healthy ...it promotes healthiness (Focus group # 1)

The women in this particular focus group also recognized that there are "disorders
associated with not having a period" (Focus group #1). Women who have had normal
periods that stop for six months or more and who are not pregnant have a heaith problem
known as amenorrhea, or the absence of menstruation (The PDR Guide to Wornen's
Health and Prescription Drugs, 1994). The PDR Famiiy Guide ro Women 's Healh and

Prescription Dmgs (1994) explains that a varîety of factors can cause menstruation to
cease, inciuding problems with hormones that regulate menstruation, vigorous exercise,

obesity, chronic nonalcoholic liver disease, any chronic illness, tuberculosis and some
medications. The women in the focus groups were obviously aware of the importance of
menstruation to a woman's hedth. Therefore, they felt it was desirable for
advertisements to affirm that menstruation is an important aspect of a healthy woman's
life.

The women suggested that the advertisements could reflect the importance of
menstruation by relaying the importance of each woman "knowing her body" (Focus
group #1). The rationale for suggesting that women know their bodies seemed to be that
if women recognize when their bodies are functioning nonnally, they would also

recognize when their bodies are in need of attention. One clear example of this idea is
the importance of a woman being aware of any vaginal discharge. A change in cdor,

texture, smell or amount may be an indication of health problems. There are

advertisements for panty liners that suggest the use of a panty liner everyday, men when
a woman is not menstniating. However, it is important that women recognize that these
advertisements are purely in the interest of marketing. A healthy woman's discharge
should not warrant the use of a panty liner when a woman is not menstniating.
The use of the panty liner is also suggested as a remedy for vaginal odor.

However, masking the smell of vaginal odor is potentially unheaithy. There are many
vaginal infections which cite discharge and a fou1 odor as indicators of infection.
Trichornoniasis, bacterial vaginosis and yeast infections d l cite abnormal vaginal
discharge and odor as common symptoms. Interestingly, many of the self-help
treatments for the disorders associated with vaginal odor and/or discharge mentioned
earlier discourage the use of "tampons, powders, deodorants, douches and vaginal sprays
to avoid reoccurrence" (nie Boston Women's Health Collective, 1992). While this list
does not specifically mention panty liners, it is obvious that they would fa11 under the
same category. These facts also provide support to the focus group women's assertion
that menstrual product advertisements need to be more affuming of women's health.

Many of the liner advertisements also seemed to play on the fact that women's
bodies are inherently dirty and therefore need assistance to ensure fieshncss. While some
vaginal discharge is normal, it does not mean a woman is dirty. In fact, healthy

discharge is the body's natural cleansing system. Most women in the focus groups
agreed that women's bodies are already clean and were not dirty, as implied in some of

the advertisements 1had presented to the focus groups. This point is illustrated in two

commenti3ries on an Always panty liner advertisement (see Appendix B14):
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An advertisement with b i t s and flowers directed at odor does the opposite. It
does not make me want to buy the product because 1 do not want to smell like
these examples. This is an unhealthy product for the vagina to be in contact with.

This needs to be in the ad. Ads need to wam women of this (Focus group #2).
Flowers imply that women are smelly. This is not good implying that we stink.
The ads that are focused on smell, which are flower-centered are better than ads
that talk about controlling odor (Focus group #4).

Essentially the ads try to create fear in women that they rnay have, or at least have the
potential, to emit an odor. Most of the advertisements imply that this odor is caused by
menstruation; more specifically, menstrual blood. The advertisements then proceed to
offer a remedy for the problem that they have created. The advertisements suggest that if
a woman uses a particular product she will be able to control or mask her bodily odor.

In the preceding conversation the women mentioned that advertisements should
wam women of the health dangers of putting the vagina in contact with the perfumes in
some products. However, it is important to recognize that the women did not mention
that a manufacturer or an advertiser would never include this warning about their pioduct.

The inclusion of this type of information would ultimately deter women nom buying the
product. This information would also suggest that the product is unsafe and thus
unhealthy.

The women in the focus groups also discussed the safety of menstruai products as
they relate to a woman's health. The women in one focus group in particUlm recogm*zed

that menstrual products need to be sanitary to keep the body healthy. A product encloscd

in a wrapper suggests that it is sanitary and thus safe for use. The following comments
illustrate this concern:

...do not want to get the inside (of the body) dirty.. .

...want sanitary products to go inside.. .
...products are clean, the body is clean there is not deodorant needed...
...sanitary product for inside the body.. .
...the body cleans itself.. .
...the packaging is not to hide the product, but to keep it clean.. .(Focus p u p #1)

It is interesting to note that some menstnial product manufacturers do recognize the

importance of keeping a product 'clean.' For example, the inserts in many tampon boxes

remind a wornan to wash her han& before inserthg a tampon. A woman may also find
other wamhgs pertaining to the use of tampons discouraging their use if the package is
open or the applicator looks damaged in any way. These wamings are precautions for

women to ensure safe tampon use and thus a healthy body.
Another issue that follows closely with this group's discussion of safie p d u c t use
is the nsk of toxic shock syndrome (TSS)when using a tampon. Many women
commented on the necessity to include the risks of and specific instnictions on how to

avoid TSS in merutnial product advertisements. These women seem to be advocatïng for

a health warning to be included in menstnial pmduct advertisements similar to those
found in cigarette ads warning of potential h m to the body.
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A majority of the women in al1 the focus groups also agreed that a listing of the

components of menstmal products should also be available in a rnenstnial product
advertisement. This type of information wouid help women make inforneci decisions
about their health, specifically as it related to rnenstnial product use. Tampons and other

related products oflen contain additives, synthetic fibers and dioxins (Maloney, 1997).
Not only are these material associated with TSS, but they also have the potential to cause
allergic reactions in women. in addition, there is research suggesting that these dioxins,
synthetic fibers and other additives may be linked to infertility and c e ~ c a lovarian
,
and
breast cancers.
Menstrual Products
Carvalho (1997) noted how the management of menstruation has become
increasing complex over the years because of the wide range of product choices available
to a woman. As she traced the adveaising of menstrual products fiom the advent of

disposable pads to the present, she noted that the variety of products on the market

continued to increase. Today, there are specific mensmal products suggested for each of
the many different phases of the mensüuai cycle.
Today, menstrual product companies have developed systems of products that

clah to allow a woman to manage her pend more efficiently and effectively, especially

if sbe uses the whole system of products offered. Using a 'system' implies the use of at
least four products typically by the same manufacturer: one for light days, one for heavy
days, one for nighttime, and one when a woman is not memtruating. Interestingly, the

women in the focus groups were not affected by the suggestion that they shouldbe using
a system of products. In fact, the women did not appear to recognize the many products

designed by one manufacturer for different aspects of tâe rnenstrual cycle as a 'system.'
Instead, the women in the focus groups agned that this choice, or variety, of products

should be an important component of a rnenstnial product advertisement. However, the
choice that the women were referring to was narrowed considerably by the fact that most

women did not actually use a system of menstmal products. The choice that most women
were refemng to was in fact the choice of a variety of one type of menstniai product,

such as maxi pads. For example, if a woman Wces or needs to use a maxi pad, the women

in the focus groups seemed to be saying that they would like the choice of maxi pads
designed by Always, Staytlee, New Freedom, Sure and Natural, and Kotex.

There were two advertisements in the sample of advertisements that I presented to

the focus groups that the women consistently referred to when talking about a choice or
variety of products. The Always pad advertisement (see Appendix B5) illustrates exactly

what each pad looks like and its relative length and shape. One woman explained that

she liked this ad because "she wants to see what a product looks B e . ..like a shopping
guide" (Focus group #4). Without the G S Uaid
~ in the advertisement this woman said
that she did not know what the difference was betweea products advertised by Always

and products advertised by other companies. Another woman explained ?hatshe is
attracted to these advertisements because they "show what the product looks Be.. .this is

information that a woman needs to know" (FOCUSgroup #4). It seems that the women
would like a visual picture of a product so they can compare it with the pichue of a
product in another advcrtisement of a different brand of product that claims to perform

the same bction.

The other advertisernent tbat was consistently mentiod durhg the discussion of
the many menstnial products on the market was the advertisement for Tampa tampon

Muhi-Pack (see Appendix B8). The Tampax tampon Muhi-Pack includes light, regular,

and heavy absorbency tampons. The key to the apparent success of this product is that a
wornan can find a maaingful variety of products in one box; she does not have to

purchase three different boxes. A wornan in the first focus group suggested that
'îwomen's cycles vary and therefore one box with many products is a practical solution to
the need to buy many products." One woman also explained that this idea was good

because a 'îwoman may change flow during her period ...there are too rnany small
tampons in a box.. .I've had boxes for years " (Focus group #4).

A cornparison of these two advertisements reveals a contradiction In the first

example the women seem to be talking about the need to see the product in order to
choose the right branâ. The women suggest empowerment by the availability and choice
of many brands of mensinial products. The women seem to imply that they ody need

one type of product to deal with their periods. In the second example, the women seem
to be adopting a 'syaem'of tampons by alluding to the fact their menstnial flow changes
during th& periods. It appears that the contradiction iies in the îàct that the women in

the focus groups are using the word 'system'dserently than the advertisers. In the

advertisements a system refers to d the products related to a specific brand (See
Figure 2). For example, the Always advertisement (see Appendk B5) contains al1 the

products that Always produces.
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h this advertisernent you would h d thick pads, thin pads, long pads, short pads,
pads with and without wings as well as ovemight pads, and pan& liners. The

advertisements suggest that women can employ the use of many of these pads, as each

pad has a different quality. The women in the focus groups seem to be implying that the

one quality of absorbency, even though there are differemt absorbent strengths in the
Tampax tampon multi-pack, is a system. The advertiser's idea of a system,which is far
more extensive than three levels of absorbency, is lost to the women, indicating that the

need for a menstrual management system rnay be u~ulecessary.
What is clear fiom the examples given by the women is that they are not
questioning the wide variety of products on the market. The women want to be able to

choose between brands and want to h o w how different products bction. By failhg to
question sorne of the advertisements thaî suggest the availability, and thus the use, of up
to twelve different menstnial products, the women miss the patriarchal influence present

in the advertisement. The women view this array of products simply as choice. The
women in the groups are irnplying that this choice of menstnial products is liberating.

The advertisements atkmpt to communkate that there is a need for many products during
menstruation. In reality, this created n e 4 for many menstnial products functions as a
way of restricting women. The suggested use of many products is the only way of
ensuring that a woman's menstnial status can be hidden at di times. It would seem that
having to ensure the hiddenness of one's menstnid status by figuring out, and then using,

the adequate combination of products would be restricting. A woman followbg the

advice of the advertisements would be concerneci about using the proper products, as the
use of the wning product may foster the discovery of her menstnial status. This rnay be

revealed through the appearance of pad Lines showing through a woman's clothing or
even more obviously in the form of leakage.

These advertisements suggest that by using many different products a woman is

iiberated. The wornan who has a system o f products is deemed to be able to participate in
al1 activities without being discovered as a menstniator. While the women in the focus
groups did not necessady acknowledge the need for a whole system of products, they

viewed the availability, or choice, of many products as liberating. Treneman (1989)
explains that the tnck of menstnial product advertking is to mask the shame associated
with the need to hide menstruation as liberation in the advertisements by co-opting the

ideas behind the modem woman's liberation movement, while undercutting them with a

meaning that is constrictive...ads prey upon the first-hand laiowledge and exploit such
concepts as 'liberation' and 'fieedom' ...seduce us into thinking that there is a ready-

made individual cure to what is a societal curse @p. 157-158).

In light of Treneman's (1989) observations it seems that the women in the focus
groups had bought into the belief that there is a need for the wide variety, a system, of

products advertisers have promoted. However, the women in the focus groups do
recognize that a woman does not need a menstrual management systern. In other wonis,

the women recognized that not al1 women would benefit fiom buying the Tampax
tampon Multi Pack, as not every woman requires the absorbency of a super absorbent
tampon. Conversely, there are also women who have such heavy menstnial flow that the
use of a slender tampon is inadquate. The women of one focus p u p agreed that
advertisements "should not imply that a system of products is needed" (FWUSp u p #l).

It seems that the women in this focus group agreed that advertisernentsshould focus on
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the importance of a woman knowing her body and choosing products that are appropriate
to her body's needs.

In order to choose the product best suited to one's needs, the women in the focus
groups wanted to receive idormation about the products in merutnial product

advertisernents. One woman gave a list of the points the she felt should be present in an
advertisement that would give her the confidence that the product offered adequate
protection. This woman wanted to know who had designed the product. (Focus group
#4). The 0.b. tampon advertisement (not contained in Appendix B) was recognized on

numerous occasions as an advertisement that provided this information. This
advertisement claims that the 0.b. tampon was designed by a female gynecologist. The
women interpreted the fact that the product had been designed by a fernale as providing
confidence that the product is going to work and that it was designed better than o k
products. The women agreed that a woman would know the type of protection that
women need and were not prepared to question the information contained in the
advertisement. Using a female gynecologist to endorse a product is probably a marketing

strategy. In reality, it really does not matter if a male or female designed the product as
long as females test it. Generally, the women in the focus groups seemed to trust
advertisers and were convinced that indeed a woman did design the 0.b. tampon. The

women in the focus groups consistently mentioned the need to know that a product is
going to work. The women explained that:

No one wants leaicage.. .it is inconvenient... t h needs to be in ads,but not in a
getting caught mode (FOCUS
group #1).

Want to know that the product protects...I do not want to wreck clothing

(Focus group #2).
Want to know that the product works don't want to worry about stains

(Focus group #4).

The c o ~ n e n t related
s
to the importance of knowing that the product is gohg to work
center around the practical issue that the women did not want to damage their clothing.
Current advertisements focus on how well a product can hide a woman's menstrual

statu. The women in one focus group agreed that they "wououldbe embarrassed iftheir
penod did show.. .it would imply that one couid not or did not understand their bodily
functions" (Focus group #2). The women interpreted the use of a matnial product as a
technique for controlling the blood. Mer a few menstrual periods it was felt that a

woman l e m how long she can go before she m u t change her pad or tampon.
Consequently, the women agreed that an accident (leakage of mmstnial blood) could
suggest that a woman erred in knowing her body or mensûual tendencies.

The implication of this group's discussion is not that they were embarrassecl
because they have been caught or that they have failed to hide theu menstrual statu, but

rather that they would be sending a message that they "cannot control their body" (Focus
group #2). Simes (1998) explaincd that current advertisements suggest that 'ho one can

ever know you have your period; you must actively conceal and deny menstruation" (p.
57). The women in the focus groups did not seem concemed with hiding menstniation in
a manner that suggested denying menstnratjon.

The hiddenness thaî these womm

seerned more concemed about is one ?bat has to do with being in control of one's body.
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The women in one focus group viewed menstnial products as an aid for controlhg
menstruation. The effective use of the product provides a woman with a sense of

assurance and security that the mensimal blood is going to be collected and will not leak
onto the clotbing. One woman's comments illustrate this point:

Do we really need to hide it? Say if you were somewhere in white pants and
using a menstrual product and you stood up and there was blood al1 over

someone's fûrniture and al1 over your pants. Would you be more upset about the
pants and the fùrniture or that everyone saw you wreck your pants.. .that you

couldn't take care of your self (Focus group #2).

If information explaining the way a product works is included in an

advertisement, then women may be better able to choose the product that best suits theu
needs. A good exarnple of an advertisement that does provide information about the

features of a product are the Always with wings advertisements (see Appendix 335). The
diagrams of the pad explain to women that the sides of the pad, hown as wings, fit under
the panty to provide additional protection for blood that rnay leak over. The wings also
help to keep the pad in place, which will m e r ensure that no blood seeps on to
clothing. Advertising the technical aspects of this product was seen to be effective and
was desired. Mer taking into account her menstrual £hw, a woman is able to decide if a

pmduct with wings would be appropriate and beneficial for her menstrual needs. By
focusing on the technical aspects of a product, the advertisements do not suggest that the
possibility of a catastrophe exists if the product is not used.

The women referred to an Always advertisement that portrayed a woman of color
wearing a white dress who is portrayed as using the Always thin pad (see Appeadix B20)

as an example of an advertisement that did not communicate practical or honest
information. The information presented in this advertisement did mt reptesent how

women act when they are menstniating. It was therefore not a tnithfbl advertisement.
While one woman suggested that this was srnart advertising in ternis of demoostrating the
protection that the product offered, it was agreed that the advertisement itself was not
realistic (Focus group #2). A menstruating woman who is weaRng a white dress aad

using a pad would naturally concern henelf with the outline of her pad and the possibility
of menstrual blood leaking. But as one woman commented: "Who is going to chance

their protection and Wear white.. .who is going to Wear a white dress anyway" (Focus
group #4). A woman in the second focus group explained that she might Wear a white

dress, but only if she used a tampon. These women agreed that this advertisement was
stretching reality. Very few women were gohg to chance wearing a tight white dress

while they were menstruating. These cornments suggest that the women would like to
see a redistic and practical representation of how and when to use a particular product.
Advertisements that demonstrate exactly how the product works by using blue

dye to show absorbency were also deemed to be inappropriate by the women (see

Appendix B 12). Many times the women commented that using blue die was unnalistic

in the sense that memitrual blood is not blue. It would appear that the women are
rejecting the advertisers attempt to cover up menstruation. However, when I proposed

the use of red dye in the advertisements, the women seemed very unconifortab1e. It
would seem that the use of red die would be too realistic. In fact, many people, men and

women, are uncornfortable with the sight of blood (Delaney et ai., 1988). Therefore,

using red die in a menstmal product advertisement would likely himwomen off the
advertisement and maybe even the product. Consequently, it becomes unclear if the
women would like to see the technical or practical feature of a product presented in

menstnial product advertisements.
As 1 have mentioned previously, the women seemed to accept the Always

advertisement that explained the technical features of the al1 the pads Always had to offer
(see Appendix B5). Some of the Always pads corne with wings to protect clothing and
other Always pads do not. With this information women are able to make decisions on
what type of pad they need. The advertisement does not suggest which pad is the best;

the purchaser is able to form her own opinion. However, the women in the focus groups
have also expressed that they want to set the practical uses of a particular product

demonstrated in an advertisement. The womcn in the focus groups rejected the
advertisement that depictecl a wornan wearing a white âress and using a thin pad (see
Appendix B20). Most of the women agreed that if they were going to Wear a tight white

dress that it would be more practical to use a tampon. I think that it is safe to conclude

h m this idionnation that unredistic and impractical advertising has the potential to turn
women away fiom the advertisements and possibly the product. In order to attract as

many women as possible it may be most beneficial for a menstnial product advertiser to
incorporate both technical and practical infiormation in their advertisements.

There were oîher contradictions in tems of how the women in the focus groups
would Wre menstruai products advertisd Among these was that most women claimed
that they are loyal to one product acknowledguig that ''women are not experimenting

every month" (Focus group #1). However, at the same the, the women were in favor of
knowing that there are a variety of menstrual pmducts from which to choose. In the

preceding paragraphs, 1 explained that the women wanted to use the advertisements as a
way of knowing about the variety of products available to women. But, a majority of the
women in rny focus groups also clairned that they did not read menseual product
advertisements. Therefore, there seems to be a contradiction between how the women
acted and what they claimed to be the desired components of a m e n s t d product
advertisement. The women claimed to be loyd to one product and therefore had no need
to read menstrual product advertisements. Yet the wornen felt that having a wide variety
of menstrual products for women to choose fiom was Unportant.
While 1 aclmowledge that generally the women were not experimenting with new

rnenstrual products each monîh, 1 do think that the wornen were aware of the many
menstrual products on the market. However, 1would question if the women were
actually aware of the plethora of products that line the supermarket and drugstore aisles.

The women became aware of the variety of products on the market through the media;
one method being magazine advertisements. The women probably did not take the tirne
to 'read' every advertisemeat, however, I believe that they did pay visual attention to the

product advertised. Therefore, 1believe that experimentation may take place i f a woman
believes an advertised product will meet her needs better than the product she cunmtly
uses.

Laneuaee
A third area that was recognizedby the focus groups as a component of
responsible advertising of m e n s t d products was language. I asked the women hthe
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focus groups if they were concerned about words WEe 'accident,' 'protection,' 'disaster,'
'grossed out,' and 'messy' which appeared in some of the advertisements that 1

presented. The women gave no indication that they were bothered by the use of these
words. For example, one focus group agreed that the use of the words 'grossed out' and

'messy'which appear in the following text of a Tampax advertisement directed at teens
(see Appendix B21)was an example of "ushg language directed at teenagers to get their
attention" (Focus group #2).

I really hated pads. They felt messy. And bulky. And 1was grossed out to think
everyone knew I had rny penod. But I wasn't sure about tampons (Tambrands,
1987, October, p. 112)

The women in group #2 believed that the use of these words were not in reference to
menstruation. The wornen in this focus groups explained that these words were used to
attract young girls to the advertisement because they are cornmon in a teenager's
vocabulary. These women did not believe that these words were intended to negatively
portray menstruation. They believed these words were used to rnake young wornen more

cornfortable because the advertisement was speaking their language. For example, when

the Tampax advertisement used the word "grossed out" it seems that the adverken were
really refenhg to how the teenager felt about people knowing she had her penod, not
how she felt about her period. However, insîsting that the word 'messy' is not E

reference to menstruation is a stretch. 1 would think that the word is a direct reference to
the presence of menstnial blwd.
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While some of these words may not be in reference to menstruation one would

not know this unless they were to read the advertisement closely. The words "grosseci
out" are in bold and underlined in the advertisement. A young girl just glancing at the
advertisement may think this word was in reference to menstruation. Even though this
word may not be directly aimed at menstruation, the fact that this word appeais
highlighted in a menstaai product advertisement, it has the potential to negatively affect

young women.

The words "messy" and "grossed out'' are words that have very negative
connotations. These are also words that represent the patriarchal influences khat are

associated with menstruation. The fact that the women in the focus groups did not
recognîze the patriarchal connotations of some of the language in the advertisements

gives strength to my eariier conclusion that these women were still infîuenced by
patriarchy.

There was some language in the advertisements that did receive attention from the
focus groups. The Always advertisement (see Appendix BS) promothg the many
products available to women contains the caption “Who needs disaster?" implying the
faihg of mensmial products. Al1 the groups agreed that the use of the word 'disaster' to

describe the failing of a woman's menstnial product was inappropriate, becaw it sends a

negative connotation about menstruation and instills fear in women. Most of the womai
were of the opinion that menstruation is not a negative experience. However, the women
did not ailude to patriarchy as the basis of the negativity present in many advertisements.

A woman in one focus group explained why the use of the word 'accident' to

describe the same event would be more appropriate. She said that when a product does
fail:

You don? mean to do it.. .It is w t done on purpose.. .You would WIe to avoid
it ...Life is not over if there is leakage.. .Did not intend to do it.. .'ïhey (accidents)
do happen (Focus group #2).

There was also some disagreement among the focus groups regardhg the use of

the word 'protection' in menstmal product advertisements. One group discussed the fact
that women have "bigger concems than their period.. .they need to protect themselves
fiom getting raped, STD's and getting violateâ" (Focus group #l). This group seemed to

agree that the use of the word 'protection' irnplied that a woman had to protect berself
from something and interpreted it to mean that "you shouldn't have to protect yourself
fiom being a woman" (Focus group #I). It seerned that the women were ailuding to the
fact that menstruation is a natural ferninine occurrence. Why would women have to
protect themselves fiom something natural?

hother focus group agreed that the seeing the word 'protection' in an
advertisement meant that they would 'hot worry" when using thîs product (FOCUS
group
#4). For example, advertisements for Aiways wings often use the word 'protection' to

descnbe the claimed effectiveness of the product. Women are told that if they use the
Always pad with wings they will 'protect' their clothing and eliminate the chance that

leakage could show through. This group suggested that women are concemed about the

effectiveness of their product explainhg that "the last thing women need to wony about

is protection working." (Focus group #4).

Due to the patriarchal nature of many of the advertisements, it was a difficult task
not only for the women involved in the focus groups, but also for those involved in this

nsearch (Carvaho, 1997, Simes, 1998) to agree upon words to replace words like
'accident' and 'protection'. Simes (1998) explained that advertisements use words like
'protection' and 'accident' to sel1 their products because the subject of menstruation is
maintained as taboo in our society. The ads irnply that if women use the proper
products, they will be able to confidently hide theu menstmal status.
Generally, the focus groups agreed that women have more important concems

than their periods. Truthful advertising could use language that captures how women
describe the menstrual experience. 1 imagine that this language would take on a more
positive tone in the menstmal product advertisements.

It is also interesting to note the use of the language of women in the focus groups.

The following comments pertained to the importance of products that are safe for the
body (emphasis added).

...do not want to get the inside (of the body) di*
...want sanitary products to go inside

...products are çlean* the body is cleaq there is no deodorant needed
...sanitarv product for inside the body
...the body clega itself

...the packaging is not to hide the product but to keep it clean (Focus group #1)
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It is interesthg to note the women's use of the word 'sanitary' and 'clean' during these
particular comments. Berg and Coutts (1994) refer to a shift in temiinology h m
'sanitary protection' to 'feminine hygiene' in mensûual product advertising. Berg and
Coutts (1994) explained that this shift in tenninology can be atûibuted to a woman's

acquired need to avoid menstrual discovery "which was a manifestation of tainted
fernininity" (p. 13). Refemng to the quotations above, there seems to be comfort with the
use of the term sanitary. By using the word 'sanitary' the women seemed to be
communicating that they want to use products that are safe and heaithy for the body. The
women were more concemed about how a product deals with menstruation, not the
assurance of femininity. It is important to note that the women's use of the word sanitary

is different fiom the advertiser's implied use of the word sanitary. It would seem that the

advertisers are focusing more on a woman's need to be clean, irnplying that this is only
possible with the use of p d c u l a r rnenstniai products.
It seems that there are some words that are abused in menstnüil product

advertising. For example, the word protection is used in conjunction with the words
sanitary and feminine. Possibly, 'sanitary protection' suggests that the pad or tampon
will ensure that menshual blood is collected. The pad also ensures that a woman's
clothing is not stained with blood and is thus sanitary. But what is the meaning of
ferninine protection? Does feminine protection imply that femininity needs to be
protected because of menstruation? What exactly is being protected? It becomes

obvious that the meaning of feminine protection is ambigwus. The two wods
individuaiiy cany meaning,but when used together the resultîng phase is uncertain. 1

appreciate, however, that most wornen are not going to concern thernselves with

analyzing the meaning of words used in menstniai product advertisements.
Environment

Some of the women in the focus groups voiced their concems about the p o t d a i
adverse environmental effects associated with menstruai products, including: their

inability to degrade, the bleaching processes associated with their manufacture and the
synthetic products used in their construction. These women seemed to agree that
menstrual product advertisements should alert women to these environmental issues.

Some women in the focus groups wanted to know that their product was
unbleached and composed of natural fibers. Dioxins, synthetic fibers and some other
additives in menstmal products are known to be hamihl to the environment (Houppert,
1999). One woman explained that the dyes and acids that can typically be foimd in some

menstmal products are "homble" for the environment (Focus group #4). The h a .
products enter the environment in relatively large quantities (Armstrong & Scott, 19%).

One can obsene the large volume of waste created by menstrual products by observing
the bar screens at a wastewater treaûnent plant.
Another concem relating to the environment that several women did touch on was
the disposal of menstrual products. This concem was voiced most clearly when 1posed
the question to the focus groups about the individual packaging of menstnid products.

Instead of comrnenting on the shame and hiddenness that such packaging implies, the

women mentioned the effect that these wrappers have on the environment (FOCUS
pup
#4). Many pads and ali tampons corne wrapped in plastic. One wodd t ? h k this

packaging exists to keep products clean, however, there are mort environmdy
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friendly ways to achieve this. For example, 1wonder if it would be possible to package
groups of tampons in what would replicate a zip-lock bag? Not only would thîs bag be
reusable, but it would also keep the product clean. These wornen were more focused on
practical concems, such as the environment, instead of an obsession with hichg
menstruation.

Summarv
In conclusion, there were some discrepancies in the ideas generated by the women
in the focus groups. I have mentioned the discrepancy that existed pertaining to the need
for practical or technical advertising and concluded that perhaps a combination of the two
would be the most effective. There also seemed to be some confision about whether
women wanted to see a system of products advertised or whether a meaningfùl variety of

menstnial products would sufice. Finally, there were questions raised regarding the use
of some language in menstnial product advertisements. The common theme that binds
these ideas together is that they are concmed about the responsible and tnithfbl

advertising of menstmal products.

Life-like WOMAN

In Phase 1of my research 1 presented the women in the focus groups with many
menstrual product advertisements that portrayed women. Berg and Coutts (1994) refer to
the wornen fiequently portrayed in m e n s t d product advertisements as FEM. FEM
possesses the following charactenstics:
she is semially free, uninhiiited, fun-loving, and most desirable. FEM mes

stylish, glamorous expensive clothing. She can be found adorning the pages of

most fashion magazines.. .FEM does not, c m not menstruate (Berg & Coutts,
1994, p. 15).

The women in the focus groups could not relate to the type of women portrayed in these
current menstnial product advertisements. More importantly, the women did not feel tbat

this type of woman represented what they felt was the experience of the major* of

women.
A more realistic, portrayal of women is 'WOMAN" (Berg & Coutts, 1994). The

ideal type WOMAN stands for the opposite of FEM. WOMAN has adult responsibilities

that she is more concemed about than her look. WOMAN's responsibilities revolve
around career or vocation issues, farnily and childcare issues, and/or economic issues.
She is not always the fun, carefiee, sexually stimulating cornpanion that is FEM (Berg &
Coutts, 1994).

Most importantly, for the purposes of this project, WOMAN accepts the fact that
she menstruates and accepts menstruation as a fact of life. The women in the focus

groups were presented with many advertisements that contained examples of FEM. Al1
of the women rejected FEM,the women depicted in many conternporary menstnial
product advertisements, in favor of WOMAN, a more realistic representation of women

in society. The following sections seek to explain the components of a life-like woman

whom the focus groups felt should be depicted in rnenstnd product advertisement. The
ideas suggested by the women in the focus groups fall hto the categories of being

WOMAN,physical appearance, relationships, activities, and accepting menstruation.

Beina WOMAN
As 1 have explained in the proceedhg paragraphs, the women often poltrayed in

current mensûual product advertisements are narrowly defined. It seemed that for the
women in the focus groups it was important to be able to relate to the women in the
advertîsements. Unfortunately, the women portrayed in current merutruai product
advertisements are defmed so specifically that they appear medistic or unnatural to the
focus group women. The women in the focus groups agreed with this point and cleariy
expressed that they wanted to see "normal people in ads" as 'people in a& are not
representative of women today" (Focus group #1). To the women in the focus groups
'nomal' implies the way women are everyday.
The women in one focus group agreed that it was not necessary for women to
Wear different clotbing to hide menstruation (Focus group #1). The women recognjzed

that in some of the rnenstnial product advertisements that were presentcd thc womm

attempted to hide menstruation by dressing overly femininely. This overly feminine look
reflects an extra effort to dress like a woman who is not menstruating. While a woman
would not intentionally âress down if it were not appropriate, a woman is catauily not
going expend the extra effort to dress-up just because she is menstnüiting. Furthemore,

close-fitting clothing is not cornfortable if a woman is prone to painfil periods.
The clothing that women Wear in current mensmai product advertisements

accentuates femininity. In one Carefree advertisanent (sec Appendix Bt8) the woman 9
shown in a short black skirt with heels and in the background there is a pichire of her
lingerie. The message containecl in this advettisement is that ferninine qualities are
tbreatnied by menstruation and thus it is necessary to insure one's femininity with
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recognizably ferninine clothing, such as tight shirts, short skirts, and sexy lingerie. The
women in one focus group argued that the attire of this woman was inappropriate for the
advertking of menstnial products. The women in this focus group agreed that 'ho fnlls"

and 'ho perfect stuff' would make this woman, and thus the advertisement, more realistic
(Focus group #1). It seems that the women may have been hinting that present
advertisements are based on fantasy. Real women would dress in everyday, cornfortable
clothing. Thus, clothing should not be the focal point of a menstmal product
advertisement.

To improve the representation of women in menstnial product advertisements, the

women in one focus group suggested that advertisements should 'hot categorize women"
(Focus group #1). These women believed that curent menstnial product advertisements
seem to imply that there are two types of women:women depicted in the advertisements
and wornen not good enough to be in advertisements.

This is Wrely the case with the

majority of advertisements. Those women included in the advertisementsare implied to

be socially accepted, while the other women are not. To avoid this classification the

women in the focus groups suggested that many different types of women should be
represented in the advertisements. One woman's reasoning for this was that "every body

is different.. .everybody is different" and therefore only one type of woman depicted
throughout al1 menstmal product advatisments is not realistic (Focus group #2).

The women in the focus groups wanted the average woman to be repremted in
r n e n s t d product advertisements. The woman that is cmently depicted in meastnial

product advertisements possesses the body of a 'giri' or a fernale who has not M y

developed. Most of the women in the advertisements have no breasts to speak of and

lack the shapely hips that accompany menstruation and the ability to bear children. One

woman pointed out that the advertisement for Stayfiee Silhouettes (see Appendix Bl 1) is
a goad advertisement because it "recognizes that there is shape to a woman's body"
(Focus group #4). In this advertisement the silhouette of woman having hips and breasts
is portrayed. Looking at this woman, even though there is no depiction of the face, it is

obvious that it is the body of a mature woman, not a girl. The women in the focus groups
wanted mature women represented in the advertisements.

The women in one focus group suggested that women should appear empowered
by menstruation and womanhood in the advertisements: "A woman should not want to be

a girl forever" (Focus group #1). The women fiirther explained that "being a girl is only
a stage... it i s powerless" (Focus group #1). The women seemed to be suggesthg that
womanhood, typically marked on by the onset menstruation, should si@@ independence

and empowenent. Portraying women as girls, dependent and powerless, is the work of
patriarchy. Patriarchy works to subordinate women in society. Laws (1990) explains
that being a woman,menstmating and thus having the capacity to bear children, threatens

males because they are unable to have children. Theoretically, if women are depicted as
girls they do not have the capacity to mensmate and bear children. Consequently, men

remain more powaful in society as breadwinners and decision-makm because women
portrayed as girls are not a threat. This idea supports Berg and Coutts' (1994) suggestion
that the women portrayed in menstnial proâuct advertisements are experiences of the
ideal type FEM. FEM is able to appear as if she is not menstmating, Xshe uses the nght

product.

Most women in the focus groups suggested that women depicted in menstnial
product advertisement should look healthy, sporty or athletic. The women in a couple of
focus groups also suggested having recognized women or athletes in the menstnial
product advertisements (Focus groups #2 and #4). While this may take women away

from the image of the child, it still does not represent all women or the average wornan,
which the women also said were important to depict in the advertisements. The average

woman in society does not possess the body of an athlete and is not an athlete. It appears
that the women in these focus groups do not possess a clear picture of the women they

would like portrayed in menstnial product advertisemeuts.
The physical appearance of a wornan was a difficult issue for the women. The

women in the focus groups recognized that women portrayed in menstnial product
advertisements are typically models. However, the women in the focus groups also

recognized that depicting women with less than attractive bodies would not sen the
product (Focus group #2). These ideas contradict each other, acknowledging once again
that the women in the focus groups are unclear as to how to portray iifelike women in

menstnial product advertisements, in order to represent as many diflerent women as

possible and still sel1 the product.
Belationshi~~
Women in al1 the focus groups mentioned the importance of including men and
women in the advertisements. This does not simply mean including both sexes ni the
advertisements, but instead it involves including the men in the matrual experience.

lncluding men in the advertisements, and the memtmal experience, wodd hdp dissolve
the secretiveness associateci with menstruation. One focus group taiked about how
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including men and women in the advertisementswould "take away fkom the secrecy and

embarrassment...in a nutshell it's (menstruation) a nanird part of living" (Focus group
#4). Men have typically been excluded in m e n s W product advertisements because
"sanitary Wear must be hidden fiom men" (Laws, 1990, p. 43). This is part ofthe proper

menstrual etiquette that women are accustomed to and follow closely. Women are
supposed to act the same everyday, whether they are menstruating or not. Laws (1990)

explains that as part of this menstnial etiquette, women are expected to buy, store, and

use menstmal products without men noticing. Cowequently, having a male present in an
advertisement implies that men are aware of menstruation and the practices associated

with it.
Current menstnial product advertisements that do include men typically depict

them in a way that insures that they are not associated with menstruation. The first
example that cornes to mind is a Tampax advertisement that includes a male, but the

woman in the advetisement is covering his eyes (see Appendix 86). At first glance this
ad may seem progressive simply because it included a male;however, closer examination

suggesis that by covering the man's eyes he is almost not there. The second example is

an 0.b. advertisement directed at adolescents (see Appendix B22). This advertisement
feahires a young man and woman with bikes. In this advertisement it is clear that the
young girl has successfully managed to hide her menstnial status and the young man is

cornfortable associating with her. While the idea behind this advertisement may be
positive, the male depicted in this advertisement is basicdy half off the page, implying

once again that men should not be, or cannot be directiy associated with menstruation.
With a quick glance, one may not recognîze that the person in the advertisement is a man.

This advertisement would be improved if the male was at least recognizably male:
someone with a more masculine body, clothing or colors. Exaggerating masculinity may

be appropnate as neither men nor women are accustomed to seeing men in menstnial
product advertisements. Within the advertisement it is also imperative that the male be
aware of menstruation and not ashamed to be seen with a menstruating woman.

One focus group suggested components for an advertisement that would show

men directly associated with menstnial products. This group's idea for an advatisement
was to show a man shopping for his partnefs menstrual products. In the advdsement,

the male would be portrayed as comfortable shopping for these products (Focus group
1 ) It seems that the women in this focus group wanted to convey in the advertisement
that men should be able to shop for menstrual products because it is a way to

communicate that they are in a relationship. A woman in one focus group explained that

placing men and women in advertisements and thereby associating men with
menstruating women would be a "step toward breaking d o m the barrien that exist
between men and women" (Focus group #5).
The inclusion of men in menstrual product advertisements would be a positive

step toward more open awareness of women and menstruation. However, it wouid be
imperative for the men in menstnial product advertisements to be obviously actively
participating in the female menstrual experience. This participation could include
activities such as shopping for menstmal products, as mentioned previously, or possibIy a

simple dialogue between a male and female about menstnial products.

The other relationship that one focus group mentioned as important to include in
advertisements is the family. More specificaily, the family that includes a young woman

moving toward, or just reachiag menarche. This focus group thought that it was
important to portray "open discussion" and "communication between farnily membm"
about menstruation (Focus group #1). There are no advertisements that suggest a brother

or a father's role in the menstrual expenence. For the most part, it is just accepted that

the males (menof the house) are not involved in or aware of menstruation. Knowledge

of a daughtedsister or wife/mother's period is kept secret.
Treneman (1989) explains that in our society young girls leam about menstruation
through whispered nunors. These whispers huiction to "pass dong our invisible taboo as
surely as menstnial huts define it in other cultures" (Treneman, 1989, p. 155). Showing
families engaged in conversation about menstruation may be one way of combathg the

secretiveness that exists in families around the topic of menstruation. Depicting men
with some knowledge about menstruation or menstnial products could be a way to
empower men instead of shaming them for being educated about menstruation. In
addition, showing families in an advertisement for menstnial products would be a way of

suggesting the introduction of menstruation to adolescent boys. This may be a small step
toward improving the way society views and reacts to menstruation.
Activities

The women in the focus groups also thought it was important to portray women
"engaging in normal daily activities" (Focus group #4). The women in this focus group
agreed that the 0.b. advertisement with two womm bike ridiag was an affimiing

advertisement as the tone of the advertisement suggested that women do not have to give
up their fieedom because they are menstruating. This advertisement may rrpraent the
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medium that women are looking for when it cornes to participating in activities during
menstruation.

The 0.b. advertisement of the two women on the bikes (see Appendix B 19) was
recognized as a positive advertisernent by al1 of the focus groups because it specifically

worked to "dispel old myths" that women are unable to participate in certain activities
during menstruation (Focus group #2). The text of the 0.b. advertisement states that:

Your period does not have to stop you from doing anythhg you want to do.
Like sports, swimrning or dancing (Johnson & Johnson, 1988, July, p. 35).

1 feel that this advertisement fails to acknowledge that there are painfùl penods, however,

that may be asking too much of a good advertisement. Unfortunately, painful

menstruation is a monthly reality for some women and does cost them some fkeedom.
Therefore, to be an "honest" advertisement it is important that the advertisers downplay
the fact that wornen 'never' have to give up their fieedom.

The women in a couple of focus groups also suggested the idea that women
should be portrayed in rnenstrual product advertisements "doing a male thing" or being
able to participate in different activities (Focus group #1). The reasoning behind this idea

seemed to be that many women in society are now venturing into d e s that typically have

been associated with, and accepted for, men A woman in focus group #2 explained that
"there are historicd examples of things that women cannot do while men can do

them.. .thhgs are changing." This woman belîeves that there are activities typically
reserved for men, which women were not involved in or could not physically perfom.

Although the women in these focus groups did not speïifically mention the things that
they felt had changed; examples, such as career paths, sports, and social activities corne
to mind.

One member of a focus group had a particularly interesthg idea for the theme of a

mensirual product advertisement that would portray %amen doing a male thing" (Focus
group #1). This woman pictured "womenin top hats aml canes holding a cigar and a
martbi" (Focus group #1). This woman did not give any reasoning for this image, other

than she really wanted to alert women to women's ability to do things that have been
reserved for men. However, the premise for this advertisement was ihat if "men can ta&
about sex over a martini why can't we talk about our penods" (Focus p u p #1). Once
again it becomes apparent that the women in the focus groups would like to see the topic
of menstruation open for public discussion and acknowledgement. Further exploration of

this idea by the wornen in this fint fucus group yielded what they thought was an even
better idea of a man and a woman sharing a drink with the topic of conversation being a
woman's painful period. While this idea may not surface in a magazine in the near
M e , it brings home the point that the women in the focus group wanted to see women

participating in, and acknowledged by, society even when they were menstmating. This
idea also communicated that the women in the focus group did not think that

menstruation in any way limits or hampers a woman's ability to participate inactivities
that have historically been resenied for men. Typically, sharing a drink after wo* bas
been reserved for executives, men, in high power positions, who need an opportuai*tyto
'unwind' befon going home to the wife and children. More importantly, this idea
"honestly" recognizes that menstruation can be a difficult expenence and may ire~uire

understanding. This understanding is ody possible if there is more openness assoeiated
with menstruation.
Acce~tineMenstruation

Women in the groups focused on the need to accept menstruation and move on to

things more important in life. One focus group member agreed that:

Menstruation is part of being a woman, a maIl part.. .penods do not define a

woman,there is more to being a woman than having or not having a penod.. .we
need to rninimize the event of menstruation, it is part of being a wornan, but not

the only thing (Focus group #2).

The women concluded that society places importance on women being able to

procreate which in him reinforces the importance that is placed on menstruation. 1think

the point tbat these women were trying to convey is that menstruation may be the
function necessary for bearing children, which in reality distinguishes men from women.
However, wornen have proven that they are capable of doing much more than bcaring

children. It is necessary to move away from identifjhg menstruation as an event that
inhibits women fiom accompiishing goals 0 t h than having children and maintainhg

families. One woman explaiacd that it is necessary for society to "accept menstruation

and move on, it is not the be al1 and the end di"(Focus gmup #2). In other words,
menstruation is not a detrimentai experience, nor is it the only thing women experience.
The women agreed that menstruation occurs and tkefore you take the nccessary actions
to ded with it in order to get on with otha responsibilities.
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Many of the women in the focus groups agreed that with whom they choose to
share menstruation is a personal issue. There did not seern to be any steadfast rule

suggesting with whom women typically do and do not share menstmal experiences. The

women in one focus group suggested that:

menstruation is a personal experience.. .you can pick how you handle it.. .it is

personal, it is no one's business.. .you can share menstruation with who you want
(Focus group #2).

This discussion about the need to accept menstruation as a natural part of life and
pay more attention to more important things in life was contradicted by the focus group's

need to advertise the v a t array of rnenstmal products. In my mind, advertising many
products, used for relatively the same purposes, suggests that menstruation is a huge

event that must be handled carefully. The women appear to be suggesting that
menstruation does not occupy as much time or consume as much energy as curent
advertisements imply. The current advertisements suggest that f a i l w to follow the
proper menstrual etiquette may result in embarrassrnent and discovery. Something that is

a naturaI event should have a natura1 solution, not a complex system. Further, a natural
event should not have adverse consequences that force a woman to hide andforbe

ashamed.
A few wornen in the focus groups dso mentioned that accepting menstruation

also meant dealing with penods that are difficult. Some women have periods that are
painfiil or have an extremely heavy maistnial flow. The women in one gmup explained

that the pain that some women feel because of menstruation is dso a persona1 and a

relative issue because "it is not possible to measure pain" (Focus group #2). The pain
that causes one woman to withdraw h m society rnay dlow auother woman to fùnction
normally. While showing women having trouble with menstruation may wt be a
positive representation of women,the women in one focus p u p thought that "the
women in current advertisements look fake, they ail look so happy" (Focus gmup #4).

As 1have mentioned previously, there are times when menstruation does negatively
affect how a woman feels. Bloating, crarnping, nausea and extrerne blood loss are aiI

common symptoms that women may experience. One woman suggested that
"advertisements should address that women do not always feel theV best when they have

their period" (Focus group #4). However, there would be a fine ihe between showing a
woman not at her best while at the same tirne trying to maintain the image that
menstruation does not limit or hamper a woman's performance. It would be very
difficult to show a women doubled over in pain or weak fiom extreme blood loss and
expect to sel1 menstnial products that collect blood. Dealing with the severe pain that
may be associated with menstruation rnay be more appropnately resaved for
advertisements for products b a t treat menstrual pain.
A current advertisement that the wornen in al1 the focus p p o a g d to be an

example of a positive advertisement was the Kotex advextisement that depicted a woman
holding her child (see Appendix B4). The text of the advertisement suggested th&
menstruation is only a small fiaction of what women deal with in a day by saying that:

Kotex understands what it means to be a woman.

That's why Kotex makes such a wide range of ferninine care products.
So you can choose what meets your protection needs best.

And get on with what's really important in your life (Kimberiy-Clark Canada
Inc., 1995, February, p. 89).

The women in the focus groups were attracted to this ad because:

The woman is busy being a mom ...hugging the child is more important that
worrying about a leak (Focus group #4).

This ad represents reality...an ordinary penon, a morn cornfortable dealing with
stuff, having choices...what it is like to be a woman,women should have choices
(Focus group #2).

1 think this 1st comment adequately summarizes what the women in ail the focus

groups were expressing that they would like to see represented in menstrual product
advertisements. 1 think that women in the focus groups want the advertisements to depict
that women accept that fact that they do menstniate once a month. Further, 1think that
the women also wanted to commmicate that they do not necessady want to hide the fact
that they are menstniating. While these women are not ready to announce to the world
that they are menstruating, îhey are suggesting that they would share their r
expenences with those they deemed appropriate.

n
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Chapter 5: Discussion

This research produced two main fmdings. First, the resuits suggested that
women would like to see more afEkming representations of women in menstnial product
advertisements. AfEming women entails a ûuthful representation of issues such as the
safety and technical features of products, as well as the langage presented in the

advertisements, genuinely related to menstruation and m e ~ û u aproducts.
l
Second, the

results of this research suggest the emerging rejection of patriarchy, or at the very least,
paûiarchal rnenstrual etiquetîe.
As part of this discussion section 1will try to bring some meaning to what is

involved in tnithfbl and responsible advertising as well as a Me-like representation of

women in the advertisements. Using those ideas as a backdrop, 1will discuss the
women's apparent rejection of some of the patnarchal definitions of the menstrual
experience. Finally, 1will discuss how the results of this study relate to the original
research question, as well as some limitations to the research study.

Truthful and Remonsible Advertisinq

The analysis of the data collectai in this research project suggests that the women
participating in the focus groups would liice to see tnithft1and responsible adveitisements

that contain a life-like representation of women. I think the women were implying that
that they would like advertisements to tell it like it really is; that is, capture how women,

real women,expenence menstruation and how they choose menstnial produc*. The
advertisements need to contain factud information that women wou1d find vduable when
selecting a menstmal product. Fachial infonnation includes information about a product
and its composition, as well as potential safety concems about a product.

Factual information Factual information about a menstxual product and its

composition was important to some of the women when they discussed selection of a
rnenstnial product. Current menstrual product advertisements may contain some of this
information, but more fiequently it is overshadowed by other issues. For example, for

women who may have experienced an allergic reaction to some menstnial products
knowing a product's make-up is an important issue. An advertisement such as Tampax
Nahirals (see Appendix B9) does contain information about the product. In this
advertisement the reader is told that the tampon is made of 100% cotton. GeneraUy,

when something is cotton people think of white, however in order to get somethhg as
pure white as a tampon it is necessary to bleach the product. The bleaching of the

product eliminates any environmental fnendliness that the product may have had and one

also has to wonder how the bleaching of the product would affect someone with dergies.
This information is not, and likely will not be, found in the advertisement.

The women in the focus groups were also concemed about knowing who
designed the menstniai product. The women thought that the designers of the product
should be included or exposed in an advertisement for the product. The most hquently

cited advertisement that adheres to this idea is an 0.b. Tampon advertisement that cIaims
the product is designed by a wornan gynecologist (not contained in AppendUr B). One

has to wonder how important it really is that a woman designed the menstmal product. In
most cases therc is a person who initially designed the product, women who test it md

then make theù recommendations for improvements. Therefore, does it really matter ifa

man or a woman designed the product if women do the testing? Women who test the

product would make suggestions to the designer, male or female. No designer would put

a product on the market without having it tested.
The women in the focus groups did not question if the product was achially
designed by a woman gynecologist. In reality, a woman gynecologist may aot have
designed this product and it may just be a marketing ploy to attract women. Armstrong

and Scott (1992) report that in 1990 only one of the four leading menstnial product
manufacturers had a woman in a position of power. While Armstrong and Scott (1992)
do not elaborate on this woman's position within the Company it is clear that women are

generally not active decision makers in the marketing or design of menstnial products.
Consequently, 1 would question if a women gynecologist actually designed the 0.b.

tampon. 1 am inclined to believe that suggesting a women gynecologist designed the

tampon is likely a marketing tool. Furthemore, with women testing the menstnial
products it should not matter who designed the product.
The women in the focus groups also mentioned the safety issues that should be
addressed in menstrual product advertisernents. The women specifically referred to

concerns about TSS and products that contain deodorants. Toxic shock is a rare bacterial
ihess that is associated with tampon use. Dioxins that are present in tampons have been
implicated as the cause of toxic shock. These dioxins an potentially hamful tu a
woman's health and c m even be fatal. Although most tampon boxes corne with

pamphlets warning of TSS and even display warnings on the outside of the boxes, the

focus group members felt that advertisements should also play a role in educating women
about the risks of these dioxins. 1think that the matwfiïcturers of tampons would be

fooling themselves if they actudly believed that women read the inserts in a tampon box.
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In fact, as long as the information waming of the nsks of TSS is included sornewhere in

the box, the manufactwea are not liable. Some of the women in the focus p u p s
claimed no&to read menstnial product advertisements. But, they felt it was important for
information that concems women's health to be visibly displayed, even if women do not
read it. As long as the information it there, a woman could refer to it if she had questions.
1 have to wonder if it is reasonable to expect, or even suggest, that advertisers will

include this kind of information in advertisements. Advertisements are for promoting the
sale of a product. If concerns about the product were to be advertised it would be

dificult to sel1 the product. Important warnings and safety concems about the product

are probably more effective if they are included with the product.
The other safety concern that was mentioned during the focus groups was the
potential implications of deodorants used in some menstnial products, particularly panty

liners. Current advertisements suggest that women should be using some type of
'protection' everyday of the month. When women are not menstruating these
advertisements suggest that women should use panty liners. Panty liners are supposed to
collect any vaginal discharge and mask the odor often emitted fkom a wornan's body.

Essentially, the suggested use of panty liners Unplies that a woman's body is unclean or
dirty. The panty liner is promoted as an aid that a woman cannot do without. The

women in the focus groups concluded that the use of a panty liner was unneccssary.
The women in the focus groups agreed that the female body is equipped with its

own cleansing system. Thmfore it is MWfor the body to have some discharge
through the varyiag stages of the menstnial cycle. If the body is producing discharge that

does warrant the use of a panty liner to either collect the fiuid or mask the odor, may be

an indication that there is a medical problem. Promoting the use of panty liners to hide
discharge or odor may, therefore, be dangerous. For example, trichimoniasis, bacterial
vaginosis and yeast infections are al1 medical disorders where vaginal discharge andlor
odor is a cause for concem (The Boston Women's Health Collective, 1992).
Consequently, if menstrual product advertisements are promoting the use of panty liners

to hide discharge or odor, they rnay be puttkg a woman's health at risk. Implying that a
panty liner is used for this purpose suggests that al1 vaginal odor and discharge are

normal when in fact they are not.

Honestv The fact that the current advertisements suggest that women should use
panty liners brings forth the issue of the need for honest advertising. While some womeri
may choose to use panty liners everyday, it is not something that is absolutely necessary.
It is important that these distinctions are evident in the advertisements. Without honest
information about the use of panty liners, advertisers are free to create needs. The need
communicated in the advertisements for panty liners tries to convince women that
without the product they may discovered as a menstmator. Consequently, the advdser
successfullycomrnunicates what is in fact a created need.
While 1do recognize that the purpose of an advertisement is to sel1 a product it is
also important to provide truffil information in the advertisement. The women in the
focus groups seemed to have coacluded that menstniation is a health issue. Therefore,

failure to provide factual information about a rnenstrual product could ulthately be
detrimental to a woman's health. For example, a 1994 report by the United States

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)suggested a connectionbetween the dioh in
tampons and ovarian, cervical and breast cancers (as cited in Maloney, 1997). Furtber,

the EPA has concluded that "people with high exposure to dioxins may be at risk for
other effects that could surpress the immune system, increase the risk of pelvic

infiammatory disease, reduce fertility and possibly interfere with normal fetal and
childhood development" (as cited in Maloney, 1997, p. 2). It is time for mensûual
product advertisements to make the connection between menstruation and a woman's
health.

One way of pushing advertisers to make the connection between menstruation and
women's health rnay be to advocate for the United States Food and Dmg
Administration's (FDA) approval of menstrual products. Currently, the FDA trusts the
manufacturers themselves to test and monitor dioxin levels of rnenstrual products
(Maloney, 1997). The manufacturers are not obligated to provide the contents of a
tampon or pad as is required by other manufacturers. Obviously, manufacturers are

going to insist that products meet the standards and are therefore safe for use. Having
FDA approval for menstrual products would ensure that women's health is tnily being

taken into consideration.
Although in Canada we have yet to hear of a push for forma1 legislation
pertaining to the testing of the safety of menstnial products there has been a bill
introduced in the United States Congress. In November 1997, Congresswoman Carolyn
Maloney (Democrat, New York) introduced the Tampon Safety and Research Act of

1997. This bill would have duected the National Institutes of Hedth to determine the
extmt to which dioxins, synthetic fibers and other additives in menstrual products pose

risks to the health of women. The passage of this bili would have provided women with
evidence k m independent research on the nsks of menstnial products to women's health

instead of only the manufacturer's test resdts. To date. this bill has not been passed. In a
letter to the editor of Glamour-magazine dated January gth,1999' (published in the March
1999 GIamour edition) Congresswoman Maloney promised to reintroduce this bill to

Congress in the near future and has since followed through on this promise. The Tampon

Research and Safety Act of 1999 was reintroduced in the House of Representatives on
March 1,1999 and was then referred to the Cornmittee on Commerce.
It would seem that the potential risks associated with menstnial product

manufacturing should be a concern to legislaton. Menstmating women really do not
have a choice when it cornes to the need to use menstnial products, therefore, it would

seem that a bill such as the one put forth by Congresswoman Maloney should bt a
priority. The fact that there has been considerable delay in attracting the needed and
deserved attention to this bill in the United States and vimially no attention to this matter
in Canada, leads me to suggest that women's health issues are still relatively invisible.

Martin (1989) explained that in the past women's health issues were not recoguized in
medical journals as nearly al1 the researchers were male. Recently. probably with the

increase of females entering the medical profession. there has been more research
conducted on women's health. However, the reintroduction of the Tampon Research and
Safety Act of 1999 may be an indication ihat women's health issues are findly breakhg
society's patriarchal habits.
Providing tnithful advertisements also meam accurately portraying the way

women act. For example, women do not Wear ultra ferninine clothingjust to hide
menstruation. For some women,the thought of wearing panty hose during rnenstmWion
is torture. Having something tight around the waist is potentiai1y uncornfortable for
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wornen who expenence bloating or cramping during menstruation. Showing a woman in

a cornfortable outfit, like her favorite sweatsuit, would be more representative of how
menstniating women feel and dress.
Honestly portraying how menstruating women feel also means recognizing that a
woman rnay not always feel her best. Depicting a woman in an undesirable state would

not help to aileviate the 'bitch' label that is so oAen associated with menstniating women.
However, advertisements that oniy depict happy, overly active women are not
representative of women or cornfortkg to those women who do experience problems.
Practical The women in the focus groups also seemed focused on advertising the

practical features menstnial products. Genedly, the women were interested in knowing
what products really worked and why. The women seemed to either read through, or
simply ignore, the problems created by the advertisers in order to sel1 the product. One of

the problems created by the advertisers was that a woman needs a whole system of
products in order to effectively deal with menstruation. The women in the focus groups
did not aclmowledge the advertisers definition of system. Most of the women were
practical in their rational for not wanting to use many products for menstruation. The
women simply wanted the most cost-effective product that was going to work for them.
Men One of the most interesthg suggestions that came fiom the women in the
-

focus groups was the need to have men appear in the advertisements participating in the
menstrual expenence. This suggestion has many potential repercussions. First and
foremost, including men in the advertisements and thus publicly in the menstrual

experience would remove the shame and secrecy that is presently still associated with
menstruation. This shame and secrecy has forced women to go to great Iengths to hide

the fact that they are menstnrating fkom men. Second, the inclusion of men in mensûuai
product advertisements acknowledging the menstruai experience helps to break
paûiarchal menstnial etiquette. This patnarchal menstrual etiquette has protected men

fiom menstruation by insisting that women hide menstruation ( h m men) at aU costs.

Consequently, more open association of men,women and menstruation would also
fûnction as a method for dissolving this patriarchal menstrual etiquette.

Many women in the focus groups seemed to have already taken an initiative in
breaking down patriarchal menstnütl etiquette. When discussing the need to include men

in the female mensîrual expenence, many women cited that they were not ashamed to
smd their boyfiend, husband or father to the store to buy their particular menstnial

product. While we do not lcnow how men redly feel about purchasing menstrual
products, including them actively participahg in menstruation in menstnial product

advertisements would be a step toward openly accepting and promoting male mellstrual
participation.
Including men in the menstrual experience may also have other positive

outcornes. Including men participating in the m e n s t d expenence in menstnial product
advertisements suggests that there is open communication between the man and woman.
As 1have previously mentioned, patriarchal menstnial etiquette hsists that men do not

want to know about menstruation. Having a man actively participating in the menstrual
experience suggests that there is comminiication about menstruation within the

relationship.
Increased open communication between men and women about menstruation
wodd îikely help to diininish the put-downs that exist about women and menstruation.
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Negative euphemisms like 'she is on the rag' used when a woman is in a bad mood, or
'the red flag is up' to deter a man from having sexual relations with a meastniating

woman, exist because men are unfarniliar and uncornfortable with menstruation (Delaney
et ai., 1987).
More open communication about menstruation would also acknowledge
menstruation as a natural occunence, iostead of an undercover event. One day, young

boys could grow up thinking about menstruation as a naturd part of life, not a &y gross
female thing. Exposing young boys to the naturalness of menstruation may also remove
the ridicule, smut, and laughter that young girls are often subjected to because they

mensûuate. Presently, young girls are forced to hide their menstnial status to avoid this
negative cornrnentary (Simes, 19%).
Open communicationwould allow women who expenenced menstrual cramps to

be cornfortable admitting that they are in pain. Including men in the mensmial

experience would help them to understand that a woman was not faking menstnid
cramps and encourage men to offer sincere sympathy, instead of insults or putdowns.
Including men in the menstnial experience in menstnial product advertisements
also suggests that it is possible for men and women to be equal. Women and men will

never be physiologically equal, but they can have equal nghts and opporhmîties. For

many years it was thought that menstruation prohibited a woman fiom being an e q d
player in society. Some myths went as far as to suggested that menstnial b l d Ioss
affectai a woman's brain or made her weak and incapable of functioning in society.

Actively porûaying a man who obviously has knowledge of a womau's mensmai status
would show that there is not a need to treat a m e n s ~ t i n woman
g
any diEémdy than

when she is not menstruating. More importantly, menstruation could be used to actually
help to put men and women on the same level, uistead of as a tool for the subordination
of women. However, this equalization would only be possible if put downs and
euphemisms about menstruation where no longer seen as appropriate or necessary by

men. Men and women might then be comfortable discussing the menstnial experience.
Life-like Rmresentation of Women

The results of this shidy overwhelmingly suggest that the women in the focus
groups were not satisfied with the way wornen are portrayed in many current mensûual
product advertisements. The women in the focus groups wanted to see real women in the
menstrual product advertisements.
Real women The women who appear in curent menstnial product

advertisements are typically models who are not representative of the majonty of women.
While these women may be appealing, to look at they are very hard for focus group
women to relate to. The women in the focus groups suggested that they wodd like to see
women who are more representative of women in the advertisements. However, it was
very difficult for the women in the focus groups to indicate the specific type of woman
that they would like to see in menstrual product adveaisements. 1think the women in

the focus groups would agree that they would like to see a woman in an advertisement
that it was possible for them to model. In other words, the women wanted to see

something in the advertisement that they could attain* It is important to recognize that
this does not just mean the way a woman looks, but also what the woman does. For

example, the women in the focus groups regarded current advertisements that included a
mother or an athlete as advertisements that portrayed women positively and realistically*

Femininiîy The way in which women are portrayed in curent menshual product

advertisements irnplies that menstruation is an event that threatens femininity. There are

many ideas that corne across in the analysis of this data which suggest that the women in

the focus groups recognized that fetnininity is not diminished by menstruation. While the
women did not make this connection individually, or as a group, some of their

conclusions certainly hint at this idea. As I have previously discussed, the women in the
focus groups did not like the way women are portrayed in menstnial product
advertisements. Many times the women referred to the unnecessary fiills and overly

feminine styles and colors of clothing that the women in the advertisements wore. The
overly feminine attire wom by the women in the advertisements was seen by the focus
group women as a way to hide menstruation. Consequently, the audience is supposed to
believe that because a woman menstruates she needs this clothing not only to hide her
menstmal status, but also to afErrn her femininity. The affirmation of femininity is
necessary because menstruation is suggested to be a potentially dirty, unclean event.

This overly feminine dnss raised the issue of practicality. Most women are not
going to exert the effort to dress as the advertisements suggest just because they are
rnenstruating. There is clothing that is much more cornfortable and thus practical durhg
menstruation. In fact, there is probably some 'ferninine' clothing that women eliminate

during their period. As 1discovered in the focus groups, the woman wearing the white
spandex dress during her period in the Always advertisement (see Appendix B20) is not
exerting cornmon sense. While the tight white dress may be ferninine, it is dennitely not

practical.

The most obvious example of femininity present in the advertisements that cornes

to mind is the colors that are used in most menstnial product advertisements. Many
women in the focus groups commented on the use of pink in the advertisements and
agreed that its use was unnecessary. These women felt that the use of pink in the
advertisements was condescending. It seems that the use of pink is supposed to
cornpensate for the fact that in the eyes of the advertisers menstruation is an event that
threatens femininity. Using pink in the advertisements gives the advertisement an ovaIy
feminine tone, which is intended to be associated with the product. The advextisetnent
suggests that by purchasing the product in the advertisement a woman c m e n s w that she

will not put her femininity at risk during menstruation.
The women in the focus groups aiso seemed to agree that there was no need to

'sugar coat' menstruation. These women viewed menstruation as a simple fact of life,
one that is a nomal and natural part of a wornan's life. While some women may
experience problems associated with menstruation, there are many women who do not

and can therefore proceed with life as if they were not menshuating.
Current advertisements seem to suggest that effectively dealing with or managing

menstruation requires a huge undercover effort. This undercover effort is not only to
ensure that no one h o w s that a wornan is menstmating, but also to ensure that h a

femininty is protected. Since menstruation is often thought to be dllty or to malce a
woman unclean it is easy to see how menstruation codd be portrayed as an evait that
threatens femininity.

If menstnial product advertisements eliminated the need to hide rnensûuaîïon thiP

would suggest that menstruation is in fact a normal feminine occumnce. One way of
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accornplishing this could be including men in menstrual product advertisements.

including men in menstnial product advertisements would suggest that men are achially
involved or participaihg in the menstmal experience. This would suggest that men are
not twned off by menstruation. In tum, women would not feel the need to be ashamed
and thus hide menstruation.
Reiection of Patriarchy

When 1 asked the women to make suggestions for the content of menstnial
product advertisements the women were able to make suggestions based on what they did
and did not like about current menstrual product advertisements. When the women were
given the advertisements used in Phase 1of this study as a reference, they were able to
make suggestions for an advertisement. The ideas that the women rejected in c m t
advertisements were those that have been deemed to reflect a patnarchal picture of
menstruation and women (Carvalho 1997; Coutts & Berg, 1993; Simes, 1998). For
instance, the women agreed that the use of panty liners was unnecessary and that
deodorized products were unsafe. The recognition of these ideas, present in the current
advertisements, rejected the embedded pahiarchal idea that women are unclean or dirty.
The women also rejected the suggested need to hide menstruation at al1 costs. The
recognition of this idea implies that the women also reject patnarchal mensûual etiquette.

While the women in the focus groups knew what offended them about how advertisers
portrayeci women and their periods, they did not recognize patriarchy as the bais of these

ideas.

It is also noteworthy at this point to rwisit the fact that the women were unable to

make suggestions for the content of the menstnial product advertisements without a
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reference point. The women were able to identify what they liked and disliked about
menstxual product advertisements with the original advertisements 1 had presented to
them to critique. Their critique of the advertisements pmvided the content for mensûual
product advertisements that the focus groups would consider to be women-affhming.
My initial plan for the data collection of this study was to ask the women to make
suggestions for the content of menstnial product advertisements that wouid afnrm

women and menstruation. 1 asked the women for their suggestions aRer the education
phase of the study in which 1presented the women with the themes present in the cunent
rnenstrual product advertisements that contributed to the negative portrayal of women.
Without the reference point of the cunwit advertisements the women were unable to

make any suggestions. With the advertisements to critique, the women were able to
identify what they liked and disliked about the advertisements thus suggesting what they
would like to see in an advertisement that would affirm women and menstruation. The

failure to make suggestions for the content of menstmal product advertisements without a
reference point suggests that women are still influenced by a patriarchal perspective. If
the women were not presented with the advertisements, which 1told them porbayed

women negatively, they would probably not have b e m offendeci by the advertisements.
Figuratively, unless the women were shown how to take off their patriarchal glasses they
were not aware that they had them on.
The Research Ouestioq

The question that 1proposed to answer with this study was: Cm women wde
adveaisements for mensûual product advertisements which a

h menstniatim and

women, keeping in mind that the goal of advertising is to d l ? Part of the pl~ocessof
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constnicting the advertisements would involve identifjring what information should be
included in the advertisements. The infonnation that the women in the rocus groups
would include in menstrual product advertisements does affirm women and menstruation.

The women would like to see tnithful and responsible advertisements that contain a lifc-

like representation of women. The information that the advertisements would contain in
order to accomplish this goal include: factual information about the product and its usage,
honest information depicting how menstruation is actually experienced, the inclusion of

men in the advertisements actively participahg in the menstrud experience as well as
the portrayal of real women whose fernininity is not threatened by menstruation.
Advertisements that contain these ideas suggested by the women in the focus

groups would undoubtedly work toward ammiing women and menstruation. Therefore,
it is fair to conclude that women c m , in relation to existing advertisements, compose
advertisements for menstmal products which affinn women and menstruation.
1believe that the wornen were conscious of the fact that the goal of advertïsing is

to sell. For example, the women in the focus groups recognized that the women that they

portrayed in the advertisements had to be appealing in order to attract readers to the
advertisements with the goal of convincing them to buy the product. However, 1also

believe that the fact that the women in the focus groups made a more important discovcry
in terms of an advertisement's goal of selling the product. The women in the focus
groups felt that the comection between menstruation and health was also an important
content area of an adverîisement. The advertisements must not lose sight of menstruation

as a health issue when they are trying to sel1 the product. The women recognized the
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importance of ûuthful and responsible adveriising as a selling feaiwe of menstmal
product advertisements.
Limitations

There are some limitations to this research. This research was designed with two

phases. The first phase was irnplemented to educate the women about the research
conducted on menstrual product advertisement. The second phase of this research would
discover if the women were able to compose women-affimiing menstrual product
advertisements. When 1 designed rny research method I assumed that the women in the
focus groups would be able to compose menstmal product advertisements aftcr the
education phase. 1 was forced to aiter my research method when the women could not

make suggestion for the advertisements. By providing the women with the
advertisements I had used in the education phase as a reference, the women were able to
make suggestions for women-affirming advertisements.
The fact that the women needed to use a reference to make suggestions for
advertisements leads to the second limitation of this study. 'The women only made
suggestions for women-affirming advertisements based on the advertisements 1had
selected for the education phase of

study to address the negativity present in some

mensüual product advertisement. Consequently, some of the ideas that the wornen had

for women-afirming advertisements actually exist in some of the cumnt menstrual
product advertisements. For example, there is a Mid01 advertisement that addresses
women who do not feel their best during their pdods. There are aiso Vania

advertisements that show women as hfighters and welders, professions that have
commoniy been reserved for males. These advertisements would have îidfdled the
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suggestion by the woman who wanted to see women doing typically male things in
menstmal product advertisements. Finally, one of the most comrnon suggestions
provided by the women in the focus groups was the need to see real women in menstrual
product advertisements. The women wanted to see women of dl shapes and sizes

depicted in menstnial product advertisements in order to make al1 women feel included.
There are existing advertisements that portray the vanous sizes and shapes of women.

The existing advertisements mentioned above did not exist in my collection of
advertisements. However, I did not think that the women would have to use
advertisements as a reference in order to generate ideas for wornen-atfirmuig
advertisements. My collection of advertisements was only supposed to be a sample of
advertisements that negatively portray women and menstruation.
A third limitation of this research was that al1 of the women who participateci in

the focus groups had high levels of education. It is possible that because al1 of the

women in the focus groups have had post-secondary education that their opinions and
feelings about menstruation may differ fiom those of other women.
Conclusion
One of the objectives of this study was to present some of the research conducted
on the portrayal of women in menstnial product advertising to women to see if they were
aware of the patriarchd infiuence. The hdings of my study would seem to suggest that

women did not recognize al1 of the patriarchal ideas present in the advertisements.
However, afler contiauous reflection on the results 1would tend to conclude that there
was really no need for the women to get the point of some of the patriarchal ideas in the

advertisements. The women h e w whst they iiked and disliked about the advertisements.
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The ideas that the women disliked about the advertisements were those that 1, as a

researcher, would deem to be paüiarchal.
The women in the focus groups were concemed about leamhg the important

information about a product so they can decide if it is one they should consider buying. 1

think that these women definitely understand that there are still patriarchai influences in
our society, but they are not going to spend time worrying about them. One point that
illustrates this idea b r n this research is the women's Msunderstanding of the

advertisers' definition of 'system.' While the advertisements rnay have been trying to
convince w m e n that they need a plethora of products to effectively hide menstruation,
the women in the focus groups were interested in leaming what the products laoked idce
so they could choose one or two products. The most logicd reason that the wornen may

not have aclmowledged the advertisers' definition of 'system' is because of cost. These
women seem to agree that the price of one type of mensmial pmduct was high enough,

never mind six or seven.
As 1 thought about the results revealed by this research, and continued to reflect

on the women's conversations, 1realized that it took me a long time to truly understaud

the nature of the patriarchal influences present in mensûual product advertisements.

Until I actually dissected rnenstmal product advertisements, 1did not have a grasp of the
problems created by the advetisers in order to sel1 the products. Odor, or dirtïness, is
one common problem that the advertisers use to selî products like panty bers. The

women in the focus groups recognized that these products were not nccessary, but they

did not understand the patriarchal influence behind the advertisement. Howeva,, tbis
leads to me to the point, did the women really need to understand that patnarchy was
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responsible for those ideas? In rny opinion, the important hding was that the women
were not willing to buy into some of the created problems.

The results of the research indicate that we are still infiuenced by patnarchy. But,
the results of this research also indicate that we are moving toward a redefinition of
menstruation. On more than one occasion the women in the focus groups expressed that
menstruation was "no big deal." The women have their chosen menstrual products, they
use them, and they get on with more important things. It seems that these women accept
menstruation as a normal, natural, fact of life.
The women's suggestion to include men actively participating in the menstnial
product advertisements indicates that they would not be ashamed to include men in their
own menstnial experiences, simply because it is a natural part of life.

The inclusion of

men in the menstnial experience would in turn help to combat the negative put downs
that are commoniy used by men because they do not understand menstruation. This
would also help to promote that menstruation is 'not a big deal.'

This research was intended to tie together research Chat has been completed by
Berg and Coutts (1994), Coutts and Berg (1993), Carvalho (1997), and Simes (1998).
This previous research concluded the menstnial product advertisements negatively shape

the female experience of menstruation. While some of the advertisements do negatively
portray women and menstruation I do not think that women in the focus group see

menstruation as a negative experience. This is an important conclusion as it suggests that
the women are not influenced by the advertisements as much as 1had initially thought.
The previous research has called for change in the way women are portrayed in
menstrual product advertisements with the hope that it would help the way women and

menstruation are viewed in society. While change does take t h e , 1 believe that we are
slowly rnoving toward the aftirmation of mensüuating women.
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Appendix A: Ethical Consent

Thank you for expressing interest in participating in my graduate thesis research. The purpose of this
research is to see if it is possible for women to consbuct advertisements that deal with mensbval produds
in a woman-affiming manner. The process of consûucting the advertisernentswill concem identiwg
what infocmation should be included in the advertisernents for specific products. I am intnested in finding
out what hfmaticm about maistruation and rnenstnial management w m e n feel should be included or nd
included in such a d ~ ~ s e m e n tkeeping
s*
in mind that advertisements must also reflect the goal of selling
the specific menstnial product.
Each working group, cmsisting of six to eight women will be asked to Men to an educationd presentation
mcenring the fïndings of previws research on the portraya1 of women in mmstrual poduct
aâvertisements The presentation will focus on the messages inherait in cucrent mençtnial poduct
advertisements. Eadi wotking grwp will then be asked to develop text for an advertisement for one of the
following genenk menstnial products: pads, tampons, panty liners a a& targeted at adolescents. me
discussions of each working group will be tape-recorded. The tapes will be used as &ta in the andysis of
the design process and in identifiing content that women fml they would like to see in sudi
advettisements. The time commitment will be approximately three hours on one evening.

The subject of menstiruatim is a pottntially em barrassingtopic. At no tirne, will you as a participant be
asked to reveal any personal information abwt your own menstnral management. Your identity is not
relevant to the researdi and so there wiH be no need, whatsoever, to have anyone identified in the actual
working groups where the discussions will be tape-resorded. Your identity is not needed in the analysis
and therefore will not be part of the fmal written report. If you consent to partkipate in this study, you
have the choice to contribute to the discussion as you feel appropriateand, of course, yw may at any tirne
excuse yourself f h the working grwp withwt explmaiion. It is important that you understand that what
is king studied is the content of the constructeci advertisements for specific menstrual poducts and the
processes involved in cadi working groups as they make decisions as to what to inciude or not include in
the respective ads.
I agree to take part in this study by attending the ducational presentation and by being a participant in one
of the working groups.
Yes:

Signature of participant

cl

No:

cl

Printed name of participant

Date

Two copies of this f m are provideci fm you to complete, aie of which you are expected to keep.
The second copy will be kept by the principle investigata.
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Appendix B :Menstnial Product Advertisements
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"Sure& Natural has given me a very
discreet idea. They've put Tiny Totes in
evety box. Tiny Totes are tiny little paks
that make it extra easy to carry and dispose of each maxishield. !just tu& it.. .
tote it.. .then toss it. And you can't get
any more discreet than that!"

Tiny Tot- h m Sure & Natural.
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Kotex understmds what it means t o be a woman.

T h d s tcbj, Ko/exCm a k e ~ch a wide rnrzge
of fiminine c r u t prohrctr, from pnnty liners t o m a r i s .
So yolt m a choose but meetl yorir protection rzeeds best.
Andger Q ~ Iu*ith t ~ h r t r rrraliy importnnt in l w i r lifi.

For a / / you need

t o fiel

secure. Kotex Uiderstands:
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Since vour period is difirent from one day
to the next Aouldn't your protection be too?
Only Tdmpdx tampons corne in a full ranqe of absorbenties. Thele's Super Plus for verr IIP~Y!;i0:~ iilv\:
Super for medium to heavy flow days; Regular for light to medium flow days and L i t ~ srnmpons. in dn
dbsorbency desiqned ~xclusivelyfor your liqht flow days. You thoose the combination of Tmpa tanpon5 thdt
will qire you the riqht protection. Isn't it nice to know there's an dt~rnative10 pads dny d q oiiour p~riod?

TRUST IS W f i W
tamtons

br medium daYs.And
then Tampax Lites (or

p u r alrnost-over-butnot-quite-mer daYs.
They're smallet than
other Tampa tampons
and really cornfortable.

~ h idea
e is, you choose

Chances are, your period
p u r absorbency based
starts off heavy and ends

on p u r period.

up hind ol light. Well, il

your flow changes, why -

HERE'S
HOW [T WORKS.

Protection thet works (or you e v e y day ol your

So simple, i t ' ~r e J Ykind ol brilliant. You may s t a t

nth Tampx Super or Super Plus abaorbency
tampons [or p u r hewy dap.

Go to Tampa ReguIar

Proctcr 8 Gambtc I n c Toronto,Ontario M5W ICS L i c c n ~ cd trademirkr kom TamouCorporation.
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tamtampons
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T h q ' r e srnaller than
other tampons and really
cornlortable. So now you
can choose when to use a
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tampon instead o l a pd.

il

shouldn't your tampon?

Well, actually it should
and we just made it easy.

D~FFERE
DAYS.
NT
Di F F E R E N TABSORBENCIES.
ALL IN
ONEBox.
Voilà! Exa&

what you need when you need

Think oI the Tarnpx Multi-Pack as tampons
'tailored' to your floar. Guesa you could eay we're
making penods more convenient, one box at a
time.

Virit the E m e u r b s i t e at hrtp:l/w~
w.rampw.com
Q 1998 Taitipùx L r p .
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Tam~tuPNaturalsmNon-applicator tampons.
L

New Tampa* Nanirals"
tampons are the only leading

tampons made complctcly
of =fi, nanirally a b
sorbent conon. And
they cxpand in al1
directions, k i n g your
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inncr shape, to hclp prote
[rom leakagc.
So fw natural protcctid
ny new Tarn@ N a m
Non-appliator tampons.
Also available with i
applicator.

I BAKINGSODA 1
1 ABSORBS ODOURS.(

But did you exped it in a panty liner?
New frorn Kotew New Freedorw Panty Liners wkh baking soda
They're soft, absorbent and help protect you
.
against odour, too. Only Kotm New Freedom*
6,
:,
-5.4.
panty liners offer you th6 kind of total
protection.
Our secret is odour-absorbirg baking
soda blended in the absorbent layers of
the liner A natural way to help absorb
odour not just cover it upl
Another great new idea, from Kotexr
+'
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Other pantiliners just

We help control it.
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N o w you a n hoId onto that cIean rnorning feeling
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AlwayS"o
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"1 liketo feel
just-showered fresh
ail dw,every da$'
"F;or me, real estate has become a
24-hour lifestyie. Ideat with as
many clients at social gatherings
and dinnen as I do duringoffice
hours. And Lightdayshelp me
keep that morning-shawer freshnessthrough the whole day, no
matter hovu late it goes. Their
shape is contouredso they're very
comfortable.
Lightdays liners help me feel dry,
fresh and comfortable. It's a good
feelingthat rnakesyou more confident inyourself, and when you're
talkingto a client, th+ cornes

KateKO Lightdw Pantilinersare .
designed with a special hourglass
shapethat curves where you
cum. So they fit comfohably.
They're also rernarkablythin, wi#
three adhesive stripsto holdthem
fimly in-place.Use Lightdaysfor.
extra protection duringywr period and to feel just-showered
fresh. anytjrne.
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These day~girlsnever have to give up their freedom.
Your pend doesn't have to
you from doing anyUung you
:to do. like sports, swirnming
ancing. Right from the first
of your p e n d you can use
tampons instead of bulky,
rnessy padr U m e pads,
tampons can't be seen
or felt And now 0.b.
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Slender size Ifs extra
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our Regulai, Super and SuperPlu
So there's one just nght for yoi
You'll feel cornfortable and secun
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more about using tampons, writi
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0.b: You'll discoverwhy using 0.b
tampons is simple and as MMa
menstruation itself.
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